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Chapter 1
Introduction
The field of Atomic, Molecular and Optical (AMO) physics has witnessed a re-
naissance since the discovery of laser cooling in the 1980’s. Laser cooling has
opened up a new temperature frontier, the so called “ultracold” regime, where
temperatures are less than 1 mK above absolute zero. Furthermore, laser cool-
ing allows the trapping of ultracold atoms in “magneto-optical traps” (MOTs).
These traps are a popular source of ultracold atoms for use as the starting point
for a variety of experiments, such as atomic clocks, quantum gases, novel forms of
matter, etc. Here, we use a MOT as a source of atoms to which we apply a laser
that “photoassociates” the atoms into molecules.
A long-standing goal in AMO physics is the trapping of ultracold molecules,
in analogy to the trapping of ultracold atoms. This would allow a variety of new
applications. These applications include precision measurements (such as mea-
surements of the electron electric dipole moment, and variations of fundamental
constants), quantum information, and cold chemistry. The production of stable
ultracold molecules is a prerequisite for many of these applications. The “ultra-
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2cold” aspect is desirable because it allows the sample to be constrained in a narrow
range of energies. The ultracold environment in a MOT is well-suited for high
resolution spectroscopy as Doppler broadening is about three orders of magni-
tude smaller than at room temperature. Furthermore, the Doppler broadening is
smaller than the typical linewidth of low-lying electronic states, which allows one
to resolve and address individual vibrational and rotational levels. Furthermore,
an ultracold sample can in some cases be highly quantum mechanical such as in
the case of Bose-Einstein condensates or degenerate Fermi gases. The “stable”
aspect is desirable for the sake of long trapping lifetimes and long experimental
interrogation times. Unstable molecules typically have enough internal energy to
eject themselves from an optical trap upon any kind of inelastic collision, except
hyperfine-state-changing collisions at low magnetic fields. Molecules themselves
are desirable because they contain transitions on many energy scales (microwave,
visible, x-ray, etc.), and can strongly interact among one another and with ex-
ternally applied electric and magnetic fields. Furthermore, molecules have a rich
variety of dynamical processes, such as predissociation, bimolecular reactions, pho-
todissociation, photoionization, autoionization, associative ionization, etc., many
of which are important in chemistry and astrophysics.
One reason the goal of producing and using ultracold molecules has been
elusive compared to atoms is that molecules usually do not have closed two-level
cycling transitions, as many atoms do. In favorable situations, atoms return to
3their initial ground state after they are excited, but molecules generally return
back both to the initial ground state and also a distribution of neighboring vibra-
tional states. This is of course due to the existence of multiple vibrational levels
with decay pathways approximated by the Franck-Condon principle. Although
optically pumping molecules is more difficult than optically pumping atoms, it is
nevertheless possible, and has been demonstrated to image [1] and cool molecules
[2].
The first main focus of this dissertation is to find ways to form stable and
long-lived ultracold molecules, and therefore pave the way for future applications.
We form molecules through the method of photoassociation (PA), which is the
process of converting two atoms by means of a photon-induced reaction into a
bound molecule [3–8]. The bound molecule is formed in an excited electronic
state, and quickly decays to lower electronic states through spontaneous emission.
By tuning the frequency of the photoassociation laser, one can excite various rovi-
bronic states of the excited molecule. The radiative decay of these excited states
can form molecules in the ground electronic state (and, for alkali dimers, in the
lowest triplet state) in a distribution of vibrational and rotational levels. Although
photoassociation and spontaneous emission can each increase the kinetic energy
of the formed molecule, the heating, which is at most twice the recoil energy
(≈ 360 nK for rudibium around 5p [9]), is small enough to maintain molecules in
the ultracold temperature regime. Photoassociation can be used both to study
4the spectroscopy of excited-state molecules and to produce the molecules in the
ground-state or the lowest triplet state, which is metastable in alkali dimers. Both
the excited-state and ground-state aspects are addressed in detail in this disserta-
tion. Other, more exotic, applications of photoassociation also exist, such as the
determination of the atomic radiative lifetime (through accurate determination
of resonant dipole-dipole long-range coefficients) [10,11], and predictions of the
stability of a Bose-Einstein condensate against collapse (through measurement of
the sign of the s-wave scattering length) [12].
There is currently a strong push to produce cold and ultracold molecules
in their lowest electronic and rovibrational state. Molecules in their lowest en-
ergy state are immune to inelastic collisions (other than hyperfine-state-changing
collisions) and can be used as a platform for quantum information [13] and cold
chemistry [14,15]. For neutral ultracold molecules, the longest trapping lifetimes
are currently around 20 seconds [16,17]. These lifetimes are not trivial to achieve,
as many mechanisms can cause “trap loss”, i.e. the escape of atoms or molecules
from the trap. A very common trap in AMO physics is the “optical trap” [18]
which consists, in its most basic incarnation, of a tightly focused beam of light.
These optical traps have relatively shallow trap depths, and as a result require the
temperature of the trapped species (atoms or molecules) to be deep within the ul-
tracold regime to remain effectively trapped. In some cases, a temperature of only
0.1 mK can still be too hot to efficiently load an optical trap. Therefore, additional
5cooling stages are necessary to efficiently load atoms or molecules into an optical
trap. A few examples of additional cooling stages are optical molasses, evapora-
tive cooling, and sympathetic cooling. Even after a species is loaded in a trap,
the number of trapped particles will exponentially decrease due to collisions with
residual background gas in the vacuum chamber. One workaround to this problem
is to reduce the pressure of the background gas in the vacuum chamber by use
of a double vacuum chamber with differentially pumped sections. However, even
after reducing the background pressure so much that it becomes hard to measure,
other trap-loss mechanisms can still cause short trapping lifetimes. For example,
inelastic collisions between trapped particles can release enough kinetic energy
to cause trap loss. If a molecule has internal energy in the form of vibration or
rotation, a collision can de-excite the vibrational or rotational state and convert
internal (potential) energy into kinetic energy, with resulting ejection from the
trap [19–21]. The release of vibrational, rotational or electronic energy through
collisions is known as “quenching”. While quenching is a limiting factor for long
trapping lifetimes, it provides the opportunity to study the interaction of particles
as they collide. A solution to this problem of trap loss through quenching is to re-
move all the internal energy of a molecule by populating only its absolute ground
state, i.e. the state with the lowest electronic, vibrational, rotational, hyperfine,
and Zeeman energy. Trap loss can nevertheless still occur through chemical reac-
tion between colliding molecules, as was recently observed in the KRb molecule at
6JILA [15]. Exothermic chemical reactions typically release enough kinetic energy
to lead to trap loss in an optical trap. A solution to this problem of exothermic
chemical reactions is to prevent two reactive molecules from ever approaching one
another by loading individual molecules in the individual microtraps of a 3-D
optical lattice trap [17]. Despite the most careful preparation, even if one were
to trap chemically unreactive molecules in the absolute ground state, there is no
guarantee they will remain in the state in which they were initially produced.
Molecules, with their large range of energy levels and energy scales, can interact
with blackbody radiation, which can modify the distribution of levels. This was
recently observed in LiCs where blackbody radiation caused a redistribution in
the vibrational population on the time scale of seconds [16].
It may seem that trapping ultracold molecules is a Sisyphean task, as many
mechanisms can lead to short trapping lifetimes. However, every time the boulder
rolls down the hill, nature exposes some of its secrets, progress is made, papers are
published, and new tools are developed. This variety of tools and methods can
be seen, for example, in the variety of experimental approaches used to produce
ultracold molecules. One approach is to start with ‘hot’ molecules and cool them
down, while another approach is to start with cold atoms and associate atoms into
molecules. A few examples of the former approach include buffer gas cooling [22],
direct laser cooling [23], Stark deceleration [24], and rotating supersonic sources
[25]. A few examples of the latter approach include magnetoassociation [26,27] and
7photoassociation of ultracold atoms. Magnetoassociation experiments, and the
majority of photoassociation experiments, produce weakly bound molecules, i.e.
molecules in high-lying vibrational levels. Weakly bound molecules, interesting
in their own right, are generally not as long-lived as deeply bound molecules, as
they are more likely to be de-excited by collisions [28]. In an effort to increase
their lifetimes in a trap, vibrationally excited molecules have been transferred
to the lowest vibrational level though a variety of techniques, including pump-
dump transfers [29], stimulated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) [30,31], and
vibrational cooling with broadband light [32,33], etc. This dissertation addresses
the formation of deeply bound molecules, including the lowest vibrational level
of the metastable triplet state of Rb2, through photoassociation and subsequent
spontaneous emission at short range. A major advantage of forming molecules via
this pathway is experimental simplicity, as it requires only a single laser. Another
advantage is that formation process can be continuous.
A second main focus of this dissertation is to exploit ultracold molecules as
a pathway for exciting to “trilobite-like” long-range Rydberg states. These exotic
molecules occur when a ground-state atom is embedded in the electronic cloud of
a Rydberg atom [34]. The bond between the Rydberg atom and the ground-state
atom originates from the low-energy scattering of the Rydberg electron from the
ground-state atom. We describe the observation and population of trilobite-like
states of ultracold Rb2 at low principal quantum numbers and for vibrational
8turning points around 35 Bohr radii. These states are populated through single-
photon ultraviolet transitions starting from molecules in high-lying vibrational
levels of the lowest triplet state. This demonstrates that long-range Rydberg
molecules can also be excited through bound-bound transitions, in addition to
previous studies that used free-bound transitions.
This dissertation is organized as follows: Ch. 2 describes the experimen-
tal apparatus and various molecular detection techniques. Ch. 3 describes the
calculation of experimental observables and their relationship to potential energy
curves. Ch. 4, which is based on Refs. [35–37], describes short-range photoas-
sociation of Rb2 and the resulting formation of deeply-bound molecules. Ch. 4
also presents the spectroscopy of quasibound levels of the 1 3Πg state, and qua-
sibound and bound levels of the 2 1Σ+g state, and describes the effect of a shape
resonance in the scattering of rubidium atoms in the triplet state. Ch. 5, which
is based on Ref. [38], describes the measurement on an upper bound to the ion-
ization energy of Rb2 and demonstrates that the ionization of molecules proceeds
through autoionization instead of direct photoionization in our apparatus. Ch.
6, which is based on Ref. [39], describes the production of trilobite-like excited
states. These trilobite-like states are due to a novel chemical bonding mechanism
[34,40] which is relatively strong in Rb2 due to the presence of a shape resonance
in the scattering of Rydberg electrons from ground-state rubidium atoms [41].
Chapter 2
Experiment
2.1 Experimental techniques
The experimental apparatus includes an ultrahigh-vacuum chamber and a variety
of lasers, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
Ar. ion
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Fig. 2.1: Schematic diagram of the apparatus showing the photoassociation, ion-
ization, and read-out systems. The inset shows a typical time-of-flight
spectrum of photons, atomic ions, and molecular ions as seen using the
ion detector.
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We can group the lasers into three categories: lasers used to cool and trap
atoms, lasers used to photoassociate atoms into molecules, and lasers used to
ionize molecules for detection. Since the apparatus has been described in great
detail in the dissertations of previous group members [42,43], I will only give a
brief overview of the apparatus. A new feature of the apparatus is the capability
to ionize molecules through single-photon ionization with ultraviolet lasers, which
I will develop in this chapter.
The vacuum chamber houses a vapor-loaded magneto-optical trap (MOT)
of 85Rb atoms. We load the MOT from a rubidium getter source (SAES getters),
with a loading time of ∼ 2 s and a non-alkali background pressure < 1 × 10−10
torr. The MOT traps about 8 × 107 atoms at a temperature of ∼ 120µK with
a density up to ∼ 1011 atoms/cm3. The MOT trapping laser is locked 14 MHz
below the | 5S1/2, F = 3〉 →| 5P3/2, F ′ = 4〉 transition near 780 nm, as shown in
Fig. 2.2. The trapping and repump lasers are locked using rubidium saturated
absorption lines in a room-temperature glass cell.
A small fraction of the atoms are inadvertently excited to the | 5P3/2, F ′ = 3〉
state through off-resonant transitions. This excited state spontaneously decays
partially to the lower ground hyperfine state, | 5S1/2, F = 2〉. A repump laser
locked on resonance with the | 5S1/2, F = 2〉 →| 5P3/2, F ′ = 3〉 transition is used
to pump the atoms in the lower hyperfine state back into the upper hyperfine
state, and thus close the optical cycle. Since the optical repumping is not perfect,
11
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Fig. 2.2: Energy level diagram of 85Rb atoms showing hyperfine levels F of the
ground electronic state (52S1/2) and hyperfine levels F
′ of the 52P3/2
electronic excited state. The two laser transitions, used to cool and trap
rubidium atoms in the magneto-optical trap, are shown in red. The
various energy splittings are for the purpose of illustration and are not
drawn to scale.
a small number of atoms remains in the lower hyperfine state. In our MOT,
photoassociation mostly occurs for atom pairs in their upper hyperfine states,
i.e. | 5S1/2, F = 3〉+| 5S1/2, F = 3〉. The presence of “hyperfine ghost” lines
in our PA spectra, located at 0.101 cm−1 above strong PA lines, indicates that
PA transitions also occur for atom pairs in a combination of upper and lower
hyperfine states, i.e. | 5S1/2, F = 3〉+| 5S1/2, F = 2〉. We were not able to fully
eliminate these atomic “hyperfine ghost” lines from the spectra even after double
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checking for proper repump laser operation. The hyperfine ghosts seen in our
photoassociation spectra are much stronger than hyperfine ghosts in purely atomic
transitions, suggesting some sort of PA-related dynamics that is currently poorly
understood. The presence of these hyperfine ghost lines might also originate from
hyperfine-changing collisions at short internuclear distances [44,45].
The photoassociation (PA) laser is a tunable cw Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent
899-29 “Autoscan”), pumped by an argon ion laser (Coherent Innova 400). Some
of the experimental parameters of this PA laser are: a power of ∼ 1500 mW (at
the laser head), a 500 kHz linewidth, and a softly-focused spot size of ∼ 1 mm
diameter (matching the size of the MOT), yielding a maximum intensity of ∼ 100
W/cm2. The tuning range used for this work varied between 797 nm and 757 nm,
i.e. slightly below the D1 line to far above the D2 line. It is worth mentioning
that this PA laser occasionally suffers from systematic errors in its wavemeter
measurement of ± 0.22 cm−1.
The MOT is continuously irradiated by the PA laser to convert a frac-
tion of the trapped atoms into molecules. After we photoassociate atoms into
excited-state molecules, they decay radiatively and populate either the ground
state (X 1Σ+g ) or the metastable a
3Σ+u state. Although molecules are continuously
produced in the MOT by the PA laser, they are also continuously lost because
they ballistically expand away from the MOT, while undergoing gravitational free
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fall. We periodically photoexcite the molecules that remain with a pulsed dye
laser to ionize the molecules into molecular ions, either through resonantly en-
hanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) or single-photon ionization (SPI). The
steady-state number of molecules within the ∼ 4 mm diameter pulsed laser beam
is typically on the order of 100. This small number of molecules is experimentally
sufficient due to the high quantum efficiency of ion detection. After the atoms
and molecules are ionized, they travel to the ion detector where Rb+ and Rb+2
ions are distinguished by their time-of-flight. The time-of-flight of ions scales as
√
m with the ion mass. For instance, Rb+2 and Rb
+
3 ions arrive, respectively,
√
2
and
√
3 times later than Rb+ atomic ions. As can be seen in Fig. 2.1, we ob-
serve atomic ions and dimer ions, but not trimer ions. A boxcar averager (SRS
SR250) integrates the ion signal within the time-of-flight range of Rb+2 ions. In
early stages of the experiment, we used a micro-channel plate (MCP) ion detec-
tor (Burle/Photonis model 318 MA EDR). In later stages of the experiment, we
switched to a discrete dynode multiplier detector (ETP model 14150) [46]. The
boxcar integrator monitors the arrival of Rb+2 ions about 15 µs after the pulsed
laser. The exact arrival time of ions varies as a function of the applied voltage on
the “repeller” field plate, typically set to 1.5 kV. We switch off the MOT lasers 20
µs before the arrival of the laser pulse, so as to depopulate the atomic
∣∣5p3/2〉 state
and suppress the production of unwanted Rb+ ions, as shown in Fig. 2.3. Any
Rb+ thus produced originates primarily from two-photon off-resonant ionization.
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Fig. 2.3: Time-of-flight spectra with (a) MOT lasers left continuously on and
(b) MOT lasers turned off just before the arrival of the SPI laser pulse.
Turning off the MOT lasers simultaneously decreases the Rb+ signal and
increases the Rb+2 signal. The spectra are offset vertically for clarity.
The REMPI laser is a nanosecond pulsed dye laser (Continuum ND6000)
with a pulse energy of ∼ 5 mJ and linewidth of about 0.5 cm−1, pumped by a
Nd:YAG laser doubled to 532 nm with a 10 Hz repetition rate. The SPI laser
pulses are produced by frequency doubling REMPI pulses in a frequency doubling
crystal (Inrad Autotracker III) before they reach the vacuum chamber. The energy
efficiency of the second harmonic generation is ∼ 25%, yielding uv pulses of ∼ 1
mJ/pulse. The measured uv pulse linewidth is 0.9 cm−1, about twice that of the
fundamental infrared pulse. The pulsed laser is tuned between 308 nm and 366
nm for SPI by frequency doubling the pulsed dye laser while running either with
LDS750 or DCM dyes. For REMPI, the pulsed laser is tuned between 600 nm and
15
675 nm by running the laser with Rhodamine610+Rhodamine640 or DCM dyes.
2.2 Molecule detection
The photoassociation of atoms into molecules can be detected by monitoring the
fluorescence of the MOT and/or the the number of Rb+2 ions produced through
photoionization. The former detection method, called “trap loss”, works well for
PA at large internuclear distances, and consequently for small PA-laser detunings.
The photoionization method, on the other hand, works well for molecules formed
via short range photoassociation with large PA-laser detunings. For an interme-
diate range of PA detunings, between 10 and 50 cm−1 below the atomic limit,
photoassociation can be detected simultaneously through trap loss and photoion-
ization, as shown in Fig. 2.4. Dips in the fluorescence originate from the loss of
atoms in the MOT, and indicate that the photoassociation laser is on resonance
with a rovibrational level of an electronic excited state.
We can also detect molecules through their ionization into Rb+2 molecular
ions through one of two pathways: REMPI or SPI, as shown in Fig. 2.5, resulting
in the spectra shown in Fig. 2.6.
The main difference between these two ionization pathways is that for
REMPI, the laser must be tuned to the intermediate state for ionization to pro-
ceed. A consequence of this resonant condition is that typically only a selected
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Fig. 2.4: Simultaneous detection of photoassociation through trap loss (top spec-
trum) and ionization (bottom spectrum) of the 1(0−g ) state. Photoas-
sociation to the first three rotational levels (J ′ = 0, 1, 2) is detected by
both trap loss and ionization detection as shown by the dashed lines.
Photoassociation to the next three levels (J ′ = 3, 4, 5) is observed only
through the more sensitive ionization detection method.
vibrational level of the initial state is ionized. This makes the REMPI process
vibrationally state-selective, as scanning the REMPI laser ionizes different initial
state vibrational levels at different laser frequencies. Scanning the REMPI laser
also yields information about the intermediate state. SPI, on the other hand, is
typically non-state selective and can simultaneously ionize multiple vibrational
levels of the initial state.
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3Σ+u
state, the intermediate 2 3Σ+g , and the Rb
+
2 ground state (X
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2.3 Lifetimes
The lifetime of molecules produced by our apparatus is limited by the amount of
time that the molecules remain within the detection laser beam. This so-called
“transit time” or “transit lifetime” is around 5 ms in our experiments, but varies
slightly depending on whether the molecules are in the singlet or triplet state.
Triplet-state molecules, due to their magnetic moment, interact with the magnetic
field of the MOT and feel a weak trapping force which effectively increases their
density in the detection region [48,49]. Singlet-state molecules, on the other hand,
do not experience any significant force due to the magnetic field, and transit
through the detection region faster than triplet state molecules. A consequence of
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Fig. 2.6: Photoassociation spectra detected through SPI detection (top) and
REMPI (bottom). In later re-scans, the signal-to-noise ratio for SPI
detection has been increased to match that of REMPI detection [47].
For a full assignment of these lines, refer to Ch. 4, Fig. 4.6.
the lower number density of singlet state molecules is the observation of generally
weaker Rb+2 signals. The limiting molecular lifetime for this work, i.e. the 5 ms
transit lifetime, is short enough that vibrational quenching does not noticeably
modify the distribution of vibrational states. For all practical purposes, once we
form molecules in a particular state, they remain in that state until they are
either ionized or they exit the detection region. For experimental set-ups with
longer molecular lifetimes and higher densities, vibrational quenching will become
important.
Chapter 3
Theoretical tools and modeling of spectra
3.1 Potential energy curves
Molecular potential energy curves (PECs) are directly related to a large number
of experimental observables. Some of these observables include: bound-level ener-
gies, bound-level and continuum wavefunctions, Franck-Condon factors (FCFs),
the equilibrium separation, the scattering length, tunneling widths, the disso-
ciation energy, vibrational spacings, rotational constants, and the existence of
scattering resonances. Furthermore, with additional knowledge of the transition
dipole moments (TDMs) between two potential curves, one can calculate even
more observables: Einstein coefficients, transition probabilities, transition rates,
excited-state lifetimes, etc. Finally, PECs depend only very slightly on the atomic
isotopes; the same PEC characterizes all isotopologues of a given molecule.
A computer program that allows one to go from PECs to some of the ob-
servables listed above is the LEVEL8.0 program written by Robert Le Roy [50].
LEVEL8.0 solves the 1-dimensional radial Schro¨dinger equation for a given PEC,
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and outputs a list of observables. Appendix A includes sample calculations for
bound and quasibound level energies, and Franck-Condon factors for transitions
between two PECs. By plotting these Franck-Condon factors as a function of
the transition energy between bound levels, one generates a “stick figure” spec-
trum, or simulated spectrum, which can be directly compared to an experimental
spectrum.
Several methods of generating PECs exist. The most common theoretical
method is through ab initio calculations, i.e., calculations from first principles. Ab
initio calculations have the advantage of being able to simultaneously calculate a
large number of PECs, but have the disadvantage of having, especially for heavy
and complex molecules, relatively large uncertainties. In the case of Rb2, ab initio
calculations of, e.g., the dissociation energies of electronic states are normally
within 1–10 % of the experimental values. For molecules with a very small number
of electrons, such as H2 and H
+
2 , ab initio calculations can be highly accurate and
compete with the best experimental measurements [51–53].
PECs are very useful for spectroscopy as they can help determine where to
tune lasers, and help assign the observed spectra. Conversely, the spectroscopy
of molecules can be inverted to yield PECs. From the spectroscopy of molecules
one can extract PECs through, e.g. the semiclassical Rydberg-Klein-Rees (RKR)
method [54] or slightly improved techniques incorporating quantum corrections,
such as the Inverted Perturbation Approach (IPA) [55]. These semi-empirical
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“hybrid” PECs, that combine both spectroscopic data and fits, have the advantage
of being more accurate than ab initio potentials, but have the disadvantage of
currently being available only for a limited number of PECs. For example, hybrid
PECs for the X and a states of Rb2 [56] predict level energies to better than 50
MHz, making them three to four orders of magnitude more accurate than ab initio
PECs.
Although PECs are associated with molecules, they also describe interac-
tions between two atoms, e.g., the force between and the scattering between atoms.
Two interacting atoms are equivalent to a “free” unbound molecule and interact
through the same PEC. Typically, the two atoms are attracted to one another
at long range due to van der Waals forces, and repel one another at short range
due to the electrostatic repulsion of the two positively charged nuclei, with more
complicated bonding behavior in between. The resulting shape of the PEC for a
pair of ground-state atoms, with attraction at long range and repulsion at short
range, somewhat resembles the well-known Lennard-Jones or Morse model po-
tentials. This shape can approximate the X and a states of Rb2, as well as the
ground state of many diatomic molecules. Excited electronic states, on the other
hand, have more complicated shapes, including multiple wells, e.g. from avoided
crossings (as seen in Ch. 4) or from oscillations in the wavefunction of a Rydberg
electron (as seen in Ch. 6).
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3.2 Selection rules
The molecular quantum numbers relevant in this work are: the electronic state, for
which I use one of two notations, n 2S+1Λ
+/−
u/g or n (Ω
+/−
u/g ), the vibrational quantum
number v, and the rotational quantum number J . Here n is a counting index, S is
the total electronic spin, Λ is the projection of electronic angular momentum (L)
on the internuclear axis, and Ω is the projection of the total angular momentum on
the internuclear axis. The labels g or u stand for gerade or ungerade, respectively,
and describe the parity of the wavefunction after inversion through the center of
mass. The labels + or − describe the sign of the wavefunction after reflection
through a plane containing the internuclear axis.
Optical transitions between two molecular states, such as absorption or
spontaneous emission, follow selection rules. These selection rules conveniently
distinguish between transitions that are allowed, i.e. strong, and transitions that
are forbidden, i.e. weak or completely absent. The selection rules that are impor-
tant in this dissertation are those for single photon electric dipole (E1) transitions,
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Inversion symmetry: u ↔ g
Projection of total angular momentum: ∆Ω = 0, ±1
Projection of electronic orbital ang. mom.: ∆Λ = 0, ±1
Total electronic spin: ∆S = 0 (at short range)
[∆S = 0, ±1 (at long range),
S is not a good quantum
at long range in many cases]
Reflection symmetry: + ↔ + and − ↔ −
Vibrational quanta: no restriction on
vibrational transitions
Rotational quanta: ∆J = 0, ±1.
It must be stressed that these selection rules are valid only when the quan-
tum numbers they represent are good (i.e. conserved) quantum numbers. In this
work, good quantum numbers are u/g, +/−, and Ω. The quantum numbers S
and Λ are only conserved at short range, as described below.
3.3 Hund’s cases
The total angular momentum of a molecule can originate from several sources,
among them the orbital angular momentum of the electron(s), L, the spin angular
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momentum of electron(s), S, and the rotation angular momentum of the nuclei,
R. The most common ways in which these three angular momenta can couple
to one another are described by five different “Hund’s coupling cases”: Hund’s
case (a), Hund’s case (b), Hund’s case (c), Hund’s case (d), and Hund’s case (e).
Each of these cases describes a particular case of angular momentum coupling,
and the corresponding good quantum numbers. It should be pointed out that
these Hund’s cases are idealized limits of angular momentum coupling, and that
a real molecule may not be described entirely by a single Hund’s case. Generally
speaking, alkali-metal diatomic molecules are well described by Hund’s case (a) at
short range, and by Hund’s case (c) at long range. The exact range of internuclear
distances where Hund’s case (a) is valid and where Hund’s case (c) is valid depends
on the actual alkali dimers. For Rb2, the range of validity of each Hund’s case
can be seen by plotting transition dipole moments as a function of internuclear
separation, as shown in Fig. 3.1.
The main difference between Hund’s case (a) and case (c) is that S and Σ
are good quantum numbers in the former case but not the latter. This is apparent
from the differences in notation between Hund’s case (a) and case (c). In Hund’s
case (a), the ground electronic state is labeled as X 1Σ+g , in which S=0 and Σ=0,
while in Hund’s case (c) notation of the same state, X 1(0+g ), S and Σ are not
present, but instead just Ω. The correlation between Hund’s case (a) states and
Hund’s case (c) states is explored in Ch. 4 and in Ref. [58] in more detail. In
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Hund’s case (a), S is a good quantum number, so the selection rule ∆S = 0
indicates that transitions between singlet states (S = 0) and triplet states (S =
1) are forbidden. In Hund’s case (c) these ‘spin-forbidden’ transitions are allowed
because the total electronic spin is not well-defined.
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Fig. 3.1: Selected transition dipole moments (TDMs) from Ref. [57], in Hund’s
case (c) basis, for allowed transitions between the ground state (X 1(0+g ))
and excited states dissociating to the first excited atomic limit 5s+5p. At
long range, transitions between the ground state and all of the plotted
excited states are allowed, while at short range, some transitions are
allowed (TDM 6= 0) and some are forbidden (TDM ≈ 0).
Chapter 4
Short-range photoassociation
Traditionally, photoassociation has been limited to vibrational levels near the
asymptotic limit of the excited electronic state, and consequently to large inter-
nuclear separations. Photoassociation at short range was believed to have very low
rates due to the small amplitude of the ground-state wavefunction at short inter-
nuclear distances. However, photoassociation of LiCs [59–61], Rb2 [35,36], RbCs
[62–65], and NaCs [66] has shown that short-range photoassociation is possible, al-
lowing the formation of deeply bound molecules, including the lowest rovibrational
levels. Surprisingly, the number of molecules formed via short-range photoasso-
ciation followed by spontaneous emission can be comparable to that formed via
long-range photoassociation. Although the photoassociation step can be more effi-
cient at long range and consequently for smaller PA detunings [67], the subsequent
radiative decay step to produce bound molecules—as opposed to free atoms—can
be less efficient at long range. Furthermore, long-range photoassociation typically
forms weakly bound molecules in the uppermost vibrational levels of the ground
state. These weakly bound molecules can be lost to subsequent photodissociation
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caused by the PA laser itself [68]. Several factors can increase the photoassociation
rate at short range. The amplitude of the ground-state wavefunction can be in-
creased at short range by scattering resonances, i.e., shape resonances or Feshbach
resonances [27]. The amplitude of the excited-state wavefunction can be large if
the excited state is constrained over a narrow range of internuclear distances, e.g.
at the bottom of a potential well, or in quasibound levels where the outer turning
points are at relatively small distances. Furthermore, transition dipole moments
can increase at short range, thereby increasing the transition rate. In Fig. 4.1 we
plot a schematic view of short-range photoassociation and the resulting formation
of deeply bound molecules.
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to the vibrational wavefunction of an excited state. (b) Spontaneous
emission and the formation of deeply bound molecules in the v′′ = 0
level of the a 3Σ+u state.
Our attempts to detect short-range photoassociation through trap loss de-
tection were unsuccessful, as any decrease in MOT fluorescence was smaller than
the fluorescence noise of the MOT. We have also tried to detect short-range pho-
toassociation through the the more sensitive method of trap loss combined with
lock-in amplification [69], but were unsuccessful in observing a signal. Instead our
experiments rely primarily on ionization for detection.
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Here I describe the formation of ultracold Rb2 molecules in the v
′′ = 0 level
of the a 3Σ+u state via short-range blue-detuned PA of the 1
3Πg state [35]. Blue-
detuned PA, where due to a barrier there are vibrational levels energetically above
their corresponding atomic asymptote, was first proposed to probe quasibound
states [70] and to form ultracold Rb2 [71] and KRb molecules [72]. Blue-detuned
photoassociation was previously observed in our laboratory [73]; however, molecu-
lar assignments for this work have remained elusive due to relatively small signals.
Blue-detuned photoassociation has also been observed using an intense femtosec-
ond laser [74], which drove simultaneously resonant and non-resonant transitions
to a variety of states, making molecular assignments difficult to perform.
We have also photoassociated to the neighboring 2 1Σ+g state, shown in
Fig. 4.2, and observed vibrational levels both above and below the corresponding
atomic limit to which they correlate. These levels spontaneously decay predom-
inantly to the lowest triplet a 3Σ+u state even though the transition is forbidden
by spin selection rules. As described in Ch. 4.2, transitions between singlet and
triplet states is made possible due to singlet-triplet mixing. Just as for the 1 3Πg
state, we observe that transitions to higher rotational levels yield stronger sig-
nals than for the lowest rotational levels. This may seem surprising given the
MOT temperature of ∼ 120µK. However, unexpectedly high rotational levels,
produced via mechanisms other than a shape resonance, have been observed by
other groups and explained in terms of attraction caused by the trapping laser
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[76,77], and attraction caused by dipole trapping from a highly focused PA beam
[78]. We do not see evidence for these effects in this work, which, as described
in this Chapter, is fully accounted for by a shape resonance. Since these levels
spontaneously decay to intermediate vibrational levels of the a 3Σ+u state, one can
now use various PA pathways to populate vibrational levels at the bottom [35],
middle [37], and top [49] of the a 3Σ+u potential well, all with relatively narrow
vibrational distributions.
Blue-detuned photoassociation is simply photoassociation to quasibound
levels. Quasibound levels, such as levels of the 1 3Πg state or the uppermost
levels of the 21Σ+g state, are formed by potential barriers. Blue-detuned photoas-
sociation rates may be reduced by optical shielding effects [79,80] where colliding
atoms are prevented from reaching small internuclear distances. We could not
find evidence of optical shielding for the 1 3Πg state; however we have seen hints
of optical shielding for levels just above the atomic asymptote in the 21Σ+g state.
Unlike optical shielding at long range [80,81], optical shielding at short range is
poorly understood.
This chapter is organized as follows: we describe the photoassociation and
spectroscopy of the 1 3Πg state, and use this state to calculate transition rates of
PA and ground state molecule formation. We then describe photoassociation to
the 2 1Σ+g state, both blue-detuned and red-detuned, and use this state to study
the partial wave content of rotational lines and the effect of a shape resonance on
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the PA rate and lineshape.
4.1 The 1 3Πg state
Ch. 4.1 expands on Bellos et al. [35].
Our blue-detuned photoassociation spectra to the short-range 1 3Πg state
represent the first time that transitions to this state have been observed at ultra-
cold temperatures. Transitions to the 1 3Πg state have previously been observed
in a heat pipe oven [71,72,82] and on doped liquid helium droplets [83]. We have
performed high-resolution spectroscopy of this state and found good agreement
with ab-initio PECs. We show that the 1g v
′=8 level decays mainly to the a 3Σ+u
v′′=0 level, as predicted by Franck-Condon factors for spontaneous emission.
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Fig. 4.3: Scheme for producing and detecting ultracold metastable Rb2 molecules.
Blue-detuned photoassociation (PA) from free atoms to quasibound lev-
els (v′, J ′) of the 1 3Πg state is followed by spontaneous emission (SE) to
a variety of (v′′, J ′′) levels of the a 3Σ+u state. Molecule detection through
resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) is a two step pro-
cess achieved by first exciting molecules to an intermediate state (2 3Σ+g
or 2 3Πg), immediately followed by photoionization to produce Rb
+
2 . The
horizontal dotted lines indicate the positions of atomic asymptotes. The
potential energy curves for Rb2 and Rb
+
2 are from references [49] and
[84], respectively.
The production of ultracold Rb2 in the v
′′ = 0, J ′′ = 0 level of the a 3Σ+u
state has previously been achieved [85] through the technique of magnetoassocia-
tion followed by STIRAP transfer. Our approach demonstrates a complementary
way to reach the same level. The main advantage of the pathway we demonstrate
is its experimental simplicity, as it proceeds through a simple PA step followed by
spontaneous emission as shown in Fig. 4.3. A distribution of vibrational levels
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is created in the a 3Σ+u state, with, in some cases, a significant proportion in the
v′′ = 0 level. A notable difference between the two techniques is that magnetoas-
sociation typically requires temperatures on the order of 100 nK (close to quantum
degeneracy), while photoassociation can occur at much higher temperatures, such
as in magneto-optical traps at ∼ 100µK, or even in heat pipe ovens at ∼ 1000K.
Also, photoassociation followed by spontaneous emission is irreversible and can
provide continuous accumulation of molecules.
A few more advantages of photoassociation are that it can occur at any
temperature and produce weakly or deeply bound molecules. The main advantage
of magnetoassociation over photoassociation is the resulting final state can be
pure, i.e. a single rovibrational hyperfine level. Both association methods are
widely used and have been used to produce, e.g., KRb molecules in the lowest
vibronic state [86,87,31]. It is worth pointing out that dimers can also be formed
in the collision of three atoms, through the process of “three-body recombination”
(e.g. Refs [88,89]).
4.1.1 1 3Πg potential energy curves
The spin-orbit coupling of the 1 3Πg state with neighboring molecular states
that correlate to the same asymptotic limit results in four distinct components,
1 3Πg(Ω = 0
+), 1 3Πg(0
−), 1 3Πg(1), and 1 3Πg(2), where the integer in parenthesis,
Ω, is the projection of the total electronic angular momentum on the internuclear
36
axis. These states can be expressed more compactly as 0+g , 0
−
g , 1g, and 2g using
Hund’s case (c) notation. Their potential energy curves and bound levels are
plotted in Fig. 4.4.
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Fig. 4.4: 1 3Πg potential energy curves calculated with the inclusion of spin-orbit
coupling, along with vibrational levels calculated by the LEVEL8.0 pro-
gram [50]. Bullets (•) denote the experimentally observed vibrational
levels. The levels that were unobserved most likely have a weaker pho-
toassociation rate, due to small Franck-Condon factors. The 0+g and 0
−
g
states are double well systems, with an inner and outer well. The outer
well of the 0−g state [90,91] (not shown) occurs at large internuclear dis-
tance and is red-detuned from the atomic asymptote.
Our collaborator in Orsay, Prof. O. Dulieu, has calculated these poten-
tial curves using a rotation-based diabatization method within a quasidegenerate
perturbation theory [92]. The sixteen lowest adiabatic states of each relevant sym-
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metry, 3Πg,
1Πg,
3Σ+g , and
1Σ+g in Hund’s case (a), are obtained by the method
described in reference [93]. This method is based on a representation of the Rb+
ionic cores by an effective core potential including scalar relativistic terms and
core polarization. The electronic Hamiltonian of the related effective two-electron
system is expressed in a large basis set of Gaussian orbitals. A full configura-
tion interaction (CI) calculation leads to a family of adiabatic potential curves
for each relevant molecular symmetry labeled in Hund’s case (a). Following Ref.
[92], the corresponding eigenstates are used as reference states at the internuclear
distance of 40 a0 (1 a0 = 0.527177 A˚), which are considered as representative of
the separated-atom states with a reasonable accuracy. At this distance the po-
tential energies including spin-orbit interaction are obtained after diagonalizing
the Hamiltonian Hadiaso = H
adia + Hso, where the diagonal H
adia matrix contains
the adiabatic energies for all four symmetries above, and the coupling matrix Hso
includes the relevant atomic spin-orbit coupling terms for the dissociation limits
up to 52S + 62P .
At each internuclear distance R between 5 a0. and 40 a0, a rotation R of
the subspace generated by the sixteen lowest adiabatic states is defined in order to
maximize their overlap with the reference states above. This defines an effective
Hamiltonian Heff in an atomic-like basis, in which one can introduce the Hso
matrix elements to set up a Hamiltonian matrixHeffso . The diagonalization ofH
eff
so
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at each R yields potential curves including R-dependent spin-orbit couplings, such
as those shown in Fig. 4.4. Moreover, the inverse rotation R−1 of Heffso back to
the initial adiabatic states results in a non-diagonal matrix Hdiabso , where diagonal
elements are the initial adiabatic potential curves, and off-diagonal terms are the
R-dependent spin-orbit couplings between these states. This R-dependence is
induced by the variation of the admixture of electronic states with internuclear
distance. As noted in Ref. [92], the efficiency of the model is mainly limited by
the overlap of the adiabatic states at R with the reference states, which decreases
from unity (at R = 40 a0 in the present case) to about 70% at R = 10 a0. As
demonstrated in the next section, these results represent a good basis for the
interpretation of the experimental measurements.
4.1.2 Photoassociation spectroscopy
PA spectra were obtained by scanning the PA laser while monitoring the pro-
duction of Rb+2 formed by the REMPI laser. Typical photoassociation spectra
are shown in Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8. Each spectrum shows rotational lines,
atomic “hyperfine ghost” lines, and in some cases molecular hyperfine lines. These
“hyperfine ghost” lines occur 0.10126 cm−1 above strong PA transitions and may
originate from short-range hyperfine-changing collisions [44,45] or from an ineffi-
cient repumping transition.
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Fig. 4.5: PA spectrum of the 2g v
′=2 level. The inset shows a closeup of the J ′=6
line showing molecular hyperfine structure. Rotational assignments are
shown above the spectrum. Lines marked by an asterisk (*) are atomic
“hyperfine ghost” lines occurring 0.101 cm−1 above each rotational line.
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Fig. 4.6: PA spectrum of the 1g v
′=8 level. Rotational assignments are shown
above the spectrum. The arrow (↓) indicates where the PA laser is fixed
for the subsequent a 3Σ+u v
′′=0 REMPI spectrum. The inset shows a
closeup of the J ′ =3 line where the molecular hyperfine lines are mostly
unresolved. Lines marked by an asterisk (*) are atomic “hyperfine ghost”
lines occurring 0.101 cm−1 above each rotational line.
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Fig. 4.7: PA spectra of the 0−g v
′=3 level. Rotational assignments are shown
above the spectra. Lines marked by an asterisk (*) are atomic “hyperfine
ghost” lines occurring 0.101 cm−1 above each rotational line.
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Fig. 4.8: PA spectra of the 0+g inner well v
′=3 level (a) and the 0+g outer well v
′=5
level (b). Rotational assignments are shown above the spectra. Lines
marked by an asterisk (*) are atomic “hyperfine ghost” lines occurring
0.101 cm−1 above each rotational line.
If Ω > 0, the electronic angular momentum can couple with the nuclear
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spin angular momentum, resulting in molecular hyperfine splittings. Hyperfine
splittings are therefore expected for the 2g and 1g states, but not for the 0
+
g and
0−g states. We were able to resolve the molecular hyperfine splitting for the 2g
states as shown in the inset of Fig. 4.5, but were unable to resolve the molecular
hyperfine splitting for the 1g states (inset of Fig. 4.6) as the splittings are smaller
than the observed linewidths.
The PA spectra show rotational lines up to a maximum of J ′=6. As de-
scribed later in Ch. 4.2.3, for the case of PA to the the 1 3Πg state, a single partial
wave l can contribute to rotational levels J = l − 2, l − 1, l, l + 1, and l + 2.
Since the highest observed rotational line in our PA spectra of the 1 3Πg state
is J ′=6, then the highest partial wave observed in the collision of atom pairs is
l=4, i.e, g-wave collisions. Such g-wave collisions are also observed in red-detuned
PA spectra. Generally for red-detuned photoassociation, low rotational lines are
stronger than high rotational lines, while for blue-detuned photoassociation, high
rotational lines are stronger than low rotational lines. A possible source for these
high rotational levels is some kind of heating process. However we can rule out an
increase in the average temperature of the atoms caused by the PA light, as mea-
surements of ballistic expansions with blue or red-detuned PA light are identical
to those observed without PA light, as shown in Fig. 4.9. 1
1 As published in Ref. [35] this paragraph had mistakes on the relationship between rotational
lines J and partial waves l.
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Fig. 4.9: Ballistic expansion of atoms upon their release from the MOT. The
lack of deviation between curves suggests that the PA laser does not
significantly heat atoms in the MOT.
By measuring the transition energies in photoassociation spectra, one can
derive the rotational constant and the quantum number Ω of each vibrational
level. The energy of a rovibrational level is given to first order by Ev,J =
Tv + Bv[J(J + 1) − Ω2]. Here Tv and Bv are the term energy and the rota-
tional constant of a vibrational level, respectively. J is the rotational quantum
number, which is always greater than or equal to Ω. We extract the experimental
rotational constant BEXPv by fitting a straight line to the energy of the rotational
lines versus J(J + 1) − Ω2, the results of which are tabulated in Table 4.1. We
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find centrifugal distortion to be negligible for the observed low values of J . This
fitting process also allows us to assign an Ω value to each spectrum. Ω = 0+ and
Ω = 0− were distinguished from one another by the distribution of rotational-line
intensities. In the case of PA to Ω = 0+, rotational-line intensities are stronger for
transition to odd J ’s than to even J ’s for both the inner and outer well. For the
Ω = 0− state, the rotational-line intensities are stronger for transitions to even J ’s
than to odd J ’s. Spectra of Ω = 1 and Ω = 2 states do not exhibit this even-odd
asymmetry. The experimental term energies TEXPv are simply the wavenumbers of
the photoassociation laser plus the average thermal energy of collisions (∼ 10−4
cm−1). The theoretical rotational constant BTHEv and term energy T
THE
v are de-
rived from the ab initio potential energy curves using the LEVEL8.0 program [50].
Assigning the vibrational quantum numbers to the spectra was greatly simplified
by knowledge of the theoretical vibrational energy spacings. After assigning the
vibrational numbers, we were able to determine the energy shift to the potential
curves necessary to make them match the experiment. These energy shifts were
-61, -27, -61, -51, and -100 cm−1 for the 0+g , 0
+
g outer well, 0
−
g , 1g, and 2g states,
respectively. The unshifted potential energy curves can be found as electronic
supplementary information in Ref. [35].
The measured areas of specific rovibrational lines of the 1 3Πg state are also
listed in Table 4.1. These areas are proportional to the product of the photoas-
sociation rate and the ionization rate, where the latter depends on the frequency
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of the REMPI laser. After fine-tuning the REMPI frequency for many of the PA
scans in an effort to obtain the strongest Rb+2 signal, we expect the reported line
areas to roughly approximate the photoassociation rates. If one compares the
calculated [71] photoassociation rate to the 0+g outer well with the measured line
areas, there are similarities, namely, an increase in PA rate with vibrational level
followed by strong oscillations.
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Table 4.1: Experimental and theoretical rotational constants (Bv) and vibrational
term energies for J ′=3 (Tv, J ′=3) for component (Ωg) levels of the 1 3Πg
state in units of cm−1. The theoretical term energies are shifted (see
text) to match the experimental term energy of the lowest observed
vibrational level. The area (A) under PA spectral lines for J ′=3 of
the 2g, 1g, and 0
+
g states, and J
′=4 of the 0−g state in arbitrary units.
This line area is an approximation of relative photoassociation rates.
Spectra for these rovibrational levels can be found in Appendix B.
State v′ BEXPv BTHEv TEXP
†
v, J ′=3 T
THE †
v, J ′=3 A
2g 0 - 0.01583 - 13029.293 -
1 0.0152(9) 0.01568 13059.43(1) 13059.433 1.5
2 0.01513(3) 0.01550 13089.04(1) 13088.595 1.0
3 0.0156(3) 0.01530 13117.68(1) 13117.029 14
4 0.0152(3) 0.01510 13145.44(1) 13144.457 1.1
5 0.01470(1) 0.01488 13172.06(1) 13170.650 13
6 0.0143(2) 0.01461 13197.47(1) 13195.609 1.2
7 0.01382(8) 0.01431 13221.54(1) 13219.201 15
8 - 0.01395 - 13241.166 -
9 - 0.01349 - 13261.174 -
10 - 0.01278 - 13278.579 -
1g 0 0.0158(2) 0.01561 13008.610(1) 13008.610 8.6
1 0.0154(2) 0.01543 13037.791(1) 13037.044 1.7
2 0.01533(3) 0.01523 13065.957(1) 13064.479 14
3 0.01494(6) 0.01500 13093.040(1) 13090.810 0.8
4 0.0147(2) 0.01475 13119.053(1) 13115.910 7.2
5 - 0.01446 - 13139.627 -
6 0.01423(1) 0.01411 13166.936(1) 13161.752 14
7 0.01370(2) 0.01366 13188.488(1) 13181.949 0.7
8 0.01338(6) 0.01299 13207.987(1) 13199.580 4.8
0−g 0 0.0151(3) 0.015490 12980.96(1) 12980.840 1.9
1 0.01507(3) 0.015288 13008.510(1) 13008.264 8.0
2 - 0.015062 - 13034.674 -
3 0.01465(5) 0.014816 13060.197(1) 13059.846 7.5
4 - 0.014534 - 13083.558 -
5 0.01408(2) 0.014187 13106.261(1) 13105.664 9.4
6 0.01367(6) 0.013742 13126.603(1) 13125.874 3.6
7 - 0.013070 - 13143.518 -
0+g 0 - 0.015489 - 12979.282 -
inner 1 0.01510(3) 0.015286 13006.693(1) 13006.693 5.3
well 2 - 0.015058 - 13033.079 -
3 0.01465(2) 0.014812 13058.035(1) 13058.223 10
4 0.0141(1) 0.014530 13081.793(1) 13081.910 1.9
5 0.01396(5) 0.014182 13104.167(1) 13103.983 7.0
6 0.01364(9) 0.013733 13124.408(1) 13124.144 2.2
7 - 0.013049 - 13141.709 -
0+g 0 0.00478(8) 0.004791 13005.612(1) 13005.612 0.8
outer 1 0.00463(8) 0.004828 13016.113(1) 13016.556 0.3
well 2 0.00478(5) 0.004851 13026.170(1) 13026.942 4.0
3 0.00463(7) 0.004859 13035.708(1) 13036.788 12
4 0.00481(2) 0.004851 13044.764(1) 13046.068 5.1
5 0.00504(9) 0.004818 13053.313(1) 13054.730 18
6 - 0.004745 - 13062.674 -
7 0.00472(2) 0.004561 13068.586(1) 13069.629 6.5
† J ′=4 for 0−g .
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Another interesting topic is the vibrational dependence of lifetimes of levels
for the 1 3Πg state, which can be reduced by tunneling through the potential
barrier. This tunneling corresponds to dissociation into two free atoms, and is
more likely to happen for higher vibrational levels where the barrier is lower and
narrower. The tunneling lifetime has been calculated for the analogous state in
KRb (the 2 3Π state) and varies between quasi-infinite for the v′=0 level and
4×10−12 s for the uppermost v′ = 7 vibrational level [94]. For Rb2, the calculated
tunneling lifetime for the uppermost level of the 0+g outer well [70] is 0.054 ns.
This lifetime corresponds to a linewidth of 2950 MHz. So far we have not been
able to observe strong broadening of the higher vibrational levels. In particular,
we measure a total linewidth for the v′=7 level of the 0+g outer well of less than
50 MHz, and for the v′=8 level of the 1g state, less than 25 MHz.
The quality of the present theoretical model for molecular spin-orbit cou-
pling can be assessed by looking at the energy shifts of the potential curves re-
ported above, and the energy splitting between potential curves as listed in Table
4.2.
Table 4.2: Energy splitting between (v′ = 1, J ′ = 3) levels for various states. The
theoretical splittings are derived from ab initio potential curves [35].
The experimental splitting is derived from Table 4.1.
Splitting Splitting Type Theory Experiment
[cm−1] [cm−1]
2g − 1g Spin-orbit 70.1 21.64(1)
1g − 0−g Spin-orbit 19.2 29.403(1)
0+g inner well − 0+g outer well Well position 26.7 -9.420(1)
0−g − 0+g inner well Reflection symmetry -0.5 1.695(1)
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In the internuclear distance range of the inner wells, the potential curves
resulting from the diagonalization of Hdiabso are very similar to the 1
3Πg adiabatic
curves (i.e. the diagonal element of Hadia), which thus appear as split into four
different spin-orbit components. It is well-known that this kind of quantum chem-
istry calculation can usually predict potential well depths such as that of the 13Πg
curve only to an accuracy of about 100 cm−1. The shifts reported above are con-
sistent with this accuracy. The shifts are not the same for all curves, as they
involve different Hund’s case (a) curves with various individual accuracies: the
0+g , 0
−
g , and 1g curves result from the coupling between
3Πg and
1Σ+g , between
3Πg
and 3Σ+g , and between
3Πg,
1Πg and
3Σ+g , respectively, while the 2g curve involves
only 3Πg. Nevertheless, it is encouraging that the inner wells of all the states
must be shifted by about the same amount to match the experimental levels as
described in Table 4.1. Due to the form of Hso
2, the potential well of the 1g
curve is almost unshifted compared to that of the original 13Πg curve, as the shift
of -51 cm−1 (the smallest among inner wells) illustrates. The shift is different
for the inner and outer wells of the 0+g curve, which is expected as the spin-orbit
model is more accurate for larger internuclear distances. The spin-orbit splitting
between 1g and 2g curves (i.e. the spin-orbit coupling diagonal matrix element
in Hdiabso for the 2g symmetry) is overestimated by about 49 cm
−1. In contrast,
2 The expression of the Hso matrix for states correlated to an
2S +2P dissociation limit are
displayed in Ref. [95], and those for the 2S +2D case in Ref. [49].
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that for the 0+g and 0
−
g symmetries is underestimated by 10 cm
−1. Finally, the
tiny splitting between the 0+g and 0
−
g curves can only be predicted, at best, to the
right order of magnitude. This is not surprising, as this energy splitting is much
smaller than the other energy splittings and beyond the accuracy of the present
spin-orbit model.
4.1.3 REMPI spectroscopy
Molecules in the 1 3Πg state spontaneously decay predominantly to the a
3Σ+u
state. There is little spontaneous decay to the ground electronic state X 1Σ+g due
to the electric dipole (E1) selection rules for spin (∆S = 0) and electronic parity
(u → g). The distribution of vibrational levels as a result of spontaneous decay
can be approximated by the Franck-Condon factors connecting a single vibrational
level of an upper state to a variety of vibrational levels of a lower state.
The Franck-Condon factors (FCFs) for spontaneous emission from 1g to
a 3Σ+u are shown in Fig. 4.10; the largest FCF of 0.37 is between the v
′=8 and
v′′=0 levels. Therefore ∼37% of the molecules in the v′=8 level should decay
to the v′′=0 level, ∼31% to all other vibrational levels v′′=1 to v′′=39, and the
remaining ∼32% to bound-free transitions that produce free atoms. The FCF’s
for emission from the 2g, 0
−
g , and 0
+
g inner-well states to the a
3Σ+u state all have a
similar distribution to the one plotted in Fig. 4.10. The highest FCF from 2g to
v′′=0 is 30% starting from the v′=9 level. The highest FCF from the 0+g inner-well
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and 0−g levels is 40% starting from the v
′=7 level. The 0+g outer well decays almost
entirely to the a-state levels between v′′=15 and v′′ =30, regardless of the initial
vibrational level v′.
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Fig. 4.10: Franck-Condon factors for spontaneous emission between the 1 3Πg,Ω=1
and a 3Σ+u states. These calculations from LEVEL8.0 are based on the
1g and a
3Σ+u potentials [35,56].
To obtain a REMPI spectrum, we set the PA laser frequency on a selected
rovibrational level and scan the REMPI laser. With the PA laser set to the 1g
(v′=8, J ′ = 4) level, we obtain a REMPI spectrum (Fig. 4.11) which shows
that v′′=0 is present with a larger population than any other vibrational level, as
predicted by the FCF’s. Since the initial a 3Σ+u state population is mostly in a
single vibrational level, the REMPI spectrum is simplified and displays mostly the
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structure of the intermediate states (2 3Σ+g and 2
3Πg) rather than a combination
of initial (a 3Σ+u ) and intermediate states. The theoretical transition energies of
REMPI transitions shown in the figure are calculated using the term energy of
the a 3Σ+u v
′′=0 level and the term energies of the intermediate states. The term
energy of the a 3Σ+u v
′′=0 level is -234.73 cm−1 relative to the asymptotic limit,
calculated using LEVEL8.0 and the experimental a 3Σ+u potential [56]. The term
energies of the intermediate states are calculated using LEVEL8.0 and ab-initio
potentials, [96] offset to match experimental data [49].
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4.1.4 Transition rates
The PA laser creates molecules in the 1 3Πg state, but these quickly decay to the
a 3Σ+u state, for which the radiative lifetime is orders of magnitude larger. The
radiative lifetime of the 1 3Πg state is ∼ 20 ns, while that of the a 3Σ+u state is
estimated [97] to be about 100 s. The lifetime of the a 3Σ+u state, however, is not
limited here by radiative decay but instead by the amount of time the molecules
reside in the REMPI beam before before departing ballistically (τtransit ∼ 5 ms).
Since there are at any given moment orders of magnitude more molecules in the
a 3Σ+u state than in the 1
3Πg state, the former state dominates the ionization
process. The measured number of Rb+2 ions is given by,
NRb+2 = Na 3Σ
+
u
· pionization · ed (4.1)
where NRb+2 is the number of Rb
+
2 ions measured per REMPI pulse, Na 3Σ+u is the
steady-state number of molecules in rovibrational levels of the a 3Σ+u state that
are resonant with the REMPI laser, pionization is the photoionization probability
per REMPI pulse, and ed is the efficiency of the ion detector.
Several rovibrational levels of the a 3Σ+u state could be simultaneously res-
onant with different intermediate states whereby each would contribute to the
total ion signal. However in the case of photoassociation to the v′=8 level of the
1g state, only the v
′′=0 level contributes significantly to the ion signal.
Generally the first step of the REMPI process (bound-bound excitation)
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is fully saturated by the intense pulsed laser; however the second step of the
REMPI process (bound-free photoionization) is usually not saturated and has a
lower probability. We can calculate this ionization probability per pulse from, 3
pionization = 1− e−Wt = 1− e−σFt t = 1− e−σEλ/(hc piw2) (4.2)
where the transition rate per second (W = σ F
t
) is given by the photoionization
cross section (σ) and the flux (F ) per unit time. The flux (F = Eλ/(hc piw2))
is a measure of the total number of photons per unit area. E, λ, and w are the
pulse energy, wavelength and the Gaussian beam radius of the REMPI beam. h
and c are Planck’s constant and the speed of light. Although there are no known
photoionization cross sections for the detection scheme we used, we can roughly
estimate the cross section to be σ=1+5−0.5×10−18 cm2 based on other measurements
[98,99].
Taking for example the photoassociation to the (v′ = 8, J ′ = 4) level of the
1g state, we observe NRb2+=20 molecules per REMPI pulse. With the following
set of parameters (σ=1+5−0.5 × 10−18 cm2, E = 5 mJ, λ = 600 nm, w = 1.4 mm,
NRb2+=20, and assuming ed = 1) we obtain Na 3Σ+u = 90
+80
−60 molecules residing
within the REMPI beam volume in the steady state.
Solving the rate equation for the number of a 3Σ+u state molecules, we obtain
3 As published in Ref. [35] this equation was missing a minus sign.
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Na 3Σ+u (t) =
RPA · FCF · t
1 + t/τ
(4.3)
where RPA is the photoassociation rate per second, τ is the transit time lifetime
of a 3Σ+u molecules and FCF is the fraction of 1
3Πg molecules that decay to a
particular vibrational level of the a 3Σ+u state. For the typical parameter values
of FCF = 0.37 and τtransit = 5 ms, we obtain a photoassociation rate of RPA =
5+4−1.5 × 104 molecules per second.
4.2 The 2 1Σ+g state
The rest of this chapter consists of research carried out with Ryan Carollo and
published in Physical Review A [36,37].
The 2 1Σ+g state is appealing because it contains both red-detuned (i.e.
bound) levels and blue-detuned (i.e. quasibound) levels, allowing studies of the
effects of the sign of the laser detuning on the photoassociation process. The
2 1Σ+g state has previously been observed by laser-induced fluorescence from the
highly excited C (2) 1Πu state [100]. To the best of our knowledge the present
work is the first observation of the 2 1Σ+g state through excitation rather than de-
cay. This state has eluded many experiments because excitation from the ground
X 1Σ+g state is forbidden by single-photon electric dipole g−u selection rules. Fur-
thermore, single-photon excitation from deeply-bound levels of the a 3Σ+u state is
forbidden by spin selection rules. However, by photoassociating from the triplet
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state of colliding atoms at a range of internuclear distances where spin is not a
good quantum number, the transition becomes allowed.
The photoassociation laser converts a small fraction of colliding atom pairs
in the MOT into molecules in the 2 1Σ+g state. The subsequent decay of these
excited molecules forms molecules in the X 1Σ+g and a
3Σ+u states through a variety
of pathways, as discussed below. These X or a state molecules can then be
detected by REMPI through any of several possible intermediate states. Here we
use REMPI through the 2 3Σ+g state to detect a
3Σ+u molecules as shown in Fig.
4.12. The REMPI laser monitors the population of a single vibrational level in
the a 3Σ+u state, typically between v
′′=18 and 24. We produce photoassociation
spectra by scanning the PA laser while fixing the REMPI laser on resonance with
an intermediate state.
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+
2 . Note that the 2
1Σ+g state
has a barrier with respect to the 5s + 5p 1
2
asymptote of 250 cm−1 at
R = 19 a0. Potential energy curves are from Refs. [57,84].
It is useful to consider electric dipole (E1) selection rules for spontaneous
emission from 2 1Σ+g to lower states using first the Hund’s case (a) basis and
then the Hund’s case (c) basis. The 2 1Σ+g state corresponds to the 2(0
+
g ) state
in Hund’s case (c), which further correlates to the 5s1/2+5p1/2 atomic limit [58].
For Hund’s case (a), single-photon decay from 2 1Σ+g to X
1Σ+g is forbidden by
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Fig. 4.13: Some spontaneous emission pathways in Hund’s case (a) and Hund’s
case (c) basis sets. Solid arrows denote allowed transitions and dashed
arrows denote forbidden transitions according to one-photon E1 selec-
tion rules. Some transitions that are forbidden in Hund’s case (a) are
allowed in Hund’s case (c).
electronic parity selection rules (g ↔ u). However, a two-step cascade decay
through the A 1Σ+u state is allowed, and has been observed in Cs2 [101]. The first
step of such a cascade typically has a low transition rate due to the low transition
frequency. This transition rate is given by summing over Einstein A coefficients,
Av′→v′′ ∝ ν3
∣∣ 〈ψv′′ | µ(R) | ψv′〉 ∣∣2, (4.4)
where ψv′ is the upper-state wavefunction, ψv′′ is the lower-state wavefunction,
µ(R) is the transition dipole moment as a function of internuclear distance, and
ν is the transition frequency.
Decay to the a 3Σ+u state is spin-forbidden. As mentioned above, we nev-
ertheless observe population in this state due to singlet-triplet mixing. This cor-
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responds to recoupling into Hund’s case (c), where the spin quantum number is
not well-defined. Decay from 2(0+g ) to the ground 1(0
+
g ) state is still forbidden in
case (c) by the (g ↔ u) selection rule, just as in Hund’s case (a). However, decay
from 2(0+g ) to 1(1u) (one of the two components of the a
3Σ+u state, also denoted
as a 3Σ+u (Ω = 1)) is now allowed. Furthermore, decay to 1(1u) dominates over
decay to other states, as it has the largest ν3 factor in Eq. 1. The decay pathways
are summarized in Fig. 4.13, and their transition dipole moments (TDMs) can be
found in Ref. [57]
Therefore at short range, in Hund’s case (a), levels of the 2 1Σ+g state are
metastable, but at long range, in Hund’s case (c), they are not. This is evident in
the TDM plotted in Fig. 4.14(b) taken from Allouche and Aubert-Fre´con [57].
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Fig. 4.14: Potential energy curves [56,75] showing photoassociation (PA) to 2(0+g )
and spontaneous emission (SE) to 1(1u). (b) transition dipole moment
between the 2(0+g ) and 1(1u) states, from Ref. [57].
In the region inside 15 a0, the 2
1Σ+g state is well-described by Hund’s case
(a) and the TDM is near zero. Levels with both turning points inside 15 a0 should
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be metastable, as the only decay path is through the slow transition to the A 1Σ+u
state.
The region between 15 and 20 a0 is where most of the photoassociation and
decay occurs. The TDM connecting the 2(0+g ) and 1(1u) states accounts for both
the photoassociation step starting from free triplet-state colliding atoms and the
subsequent decay back to 1(1u). This region is best described as intermediate
between Hund’s case (a) and Hund’s case (c) couplings, making all of the allowed
Hund’s case (a) and Hund’s (c) decays shown in Fig. 4.13 possible. For example,
the branching ratio for decay from v′ = 101 to the A 1Σ+u state compared to the
1(1u) state is calculated to be 1:10 based on the ratio of Einstein A coefficients,
as shown in Table 4.3. The rapid recoupling to Hund’s case (c) between 15 and
20 a0 is due in part to an avoided crossing between the 2(0
+
g ) and 3(0
+
g ) states at
18 a0, as shown in Fig. 4.14(a), which increases the triplet character of the 2(0
+
g )
state.
The change in coupling to Hund’s case (c) occurs roughly between 20 and
40 a0 for most other 5s+ 5p states in Rb2 [57]. Generally speaking, the range at
which this change in coupling occurs is inversely proportional to the strength of
the fine structure splitting between the P1/2 and P3/2 asymptotes. The heavier the
alkali dimer, the stronger the fine structure splitting, and therefore the smaller
the distance at which the coupling changes from Hund’s case (a) to Hund’s case
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(c).
4.2.1 Photoassociation spectroscopy
The energies of the observed rovibrational levels are listed in Table 4.3 and the
spectrum of a single vibrational level is shown in Fig. 4.15. The vibrational
assignments are determined by comparing the measured vibrational energy spac-
ings (∆ Gv+1/2) with those generated from ab-initio potential energy curves from
Dulieu and Gerdes (DG) [75] and Allouche and Aubert-Fre´con (AA) [57]. The
DG potential has v′=113 as the uppermost vibrational level, while the AA poten-
tial has v′=126. The experimental vibrational spacings match the DG potential
very closely, so we adopt the corresponding vibrational numbering. Vibrational
spacings from the bottom of the potential well [100], on the other hand, match the
AA potential somewhat better. The rotational assignments are verified by fitting
the energies to Bv[J(J + 1)], which also determines the rotational constants Bv
listed in Table 4.3. We do not take into account small frequency shifts induced by
the PA [102,103] and trapping lasers, which can typically shift the line position
by about 10 MHz. The rotational constants calculated for the DG potentials are
larger than the measured rotational constants, while those calculated for the AA
potential are smaller.
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Fig. 4.15: PA spectrum of the 2 1Σ+g v
′=109 level showing the rotational assign-
ments (J ′) and the possible partial wave (l) content of each rotational
line. The line intensities reveal the presence of partial waves l = 0, 1, 2, 4
and exclude the presence of partial waves l = 3, 5. Lines marked with
an asterisk (*) are hyperfine ghosts of the J ′=3 and 5 transitions.
Levels above v′=99 are quasibound and can tunnel through the potential
barrier and dissociate into 5s1/2 and 5p1/2 atoms. The tunneling probability com-
petes with spontaneous emission only for the two highest vibrational levels. For
v′=112, the rates are comparable, which decreases the observed signal size. The
uppermost vibrational level, v′=113, is calculated to dissociate rapidly. Its pre-
dicted linewidth (of 20 GHz using the DG potentials) is orders of magnitude
broader than for lower vibrational levels, making it very difficult to observe ex-
perimentally.
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The first two quasibound levels above the atomic limit, v′ = 100 and
v′ = 101, are not observed. One possibility is that the absence of these vibra-
tional levels is due to a small FCF overlap for the PA transitions. However, the
calculated FCFs for these levels are predicted to be higher than for most of the
observed levels. Another possibility is that the PA laser inadvertently couples
molecules to higher-lying states, through bound-to-bound or bound-to-free tran-
sitions, pumping them away from the detection pathway. Although we cannot
rule out accidental bound-bound transitions, it is unlikely for such coincidences
to occur for all of the rotational levels of two successive vibrational levels. Bound-
free transitions to a repulsive potential, on the other hand, may occur for a wide
range of laser frequencies, but are limited by the wavefunction overlap. This
makes it unlikely that bound-free transitions would dominate over the sponta-
neous decay from the 2 1Σ+g state to the a
3Σ+u state. Another explanation is that
optical shielding [80,104] could reduce the rate of blue-detuned photoassociation
to rates below our experimental detection threshold. Optical shielding occurs
when a blue-detuned laser beam excites colliding atoms to a repulsive potential
curve (a free-to-free transitions) and effectively shields atoms from coming close
to one another. In our case, the same laser that is used for blue-detuned photoas-
sociation (a free-to-bound transition) can inadvertently excite an atom pair into
a free-to-free transition at long-range, before the atom pair reaches small inter-
nuclear separations. With optical shielding, atom pairs are instead excited to the
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outer region of the 2 1Σ+g barrier before they can photoassociate at short range
to levels inside of the barrier. The optical shielding effect is strongest for levels
just above the asymptote, in this case for v′ = 100, and decreases with energy
above the asymptote. Optical shielding at short range does not seem to obey
the same model that successfully describes optical shielding at long-range [80,81].
One empirical test for the optical shielding is to monitor the PA signal of a given
line and look for reductions in PA signal upon the introduction of an additional
blue-detuned laser tuned below the PA line and above the atomic limit. Another
test is to search for differences between the intensity dependence of red-detuned
photoassociation [102,105] and blue-detuned photoassociation. It is worth point-
ing out that we did not observe saturation of the PA transition with a PA laser
intensity up to 100 W/cm2.
Other than these missing vibrational levels and the possibility of optical
shielding, we were unable to find differences between photoassociation to red-
detuned and blue-detuned levels. We suspect that effects due to the trapping po-
tentials of red-detuned PA beams—or the anti-trapping potentials of blue-detuned
beams—should appear at higher intensities and smaller detunings than those used
here.
In Fig. 4.16 we plot the spectrum of the v′=99 level. This level, detuned
about 10 cm−1 below the D1 transition, resides in a dense region of levels from
other electronic states. The presence of the J ′ = 4 line is this spectrum is surpris-
67
ing as J ′ = 4 lines are not observed in any other vibrational levels studied here
(Table 4.3). We did not search for levels below v′=98 as we expect the signal size
to decrease due to a decreasing TDM.
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Fig. 4.16: PA spectrum of the 2 1Σ+g v
′=99 level showing the rotational assign-
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stances where molecules are detected simultaneously through trap loss
and REMPI. Large rotational spacings correspond to vibrational levels
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4.2.2 Resonant coupling
This section reports on work performed in collaboration with Ryan Carollo and
published in Carollo et al. [37].
We observe that the rovibrational level v′=111, J ′=5 of the 2 1Σ+g state has
a photoassociation rate over an order of magnitude larger than for neighboring ro-
tational or vibrational levels, as shown in Fig. 4.17. This strong photoassociation
rate has been explained in terms of resonant coupling between the v′=111, J ′=5
level and a nearly degenerate rovibrational level of another electronic state. This
resonantly coupled level decays to intermediate vibrational levels of the a-state,
and produces the largest number of molecules seen to date in our apparatus and
consequently the largest signal-to-noise ratio seen through ion detection, as shown
in Fig. 4.18(a).
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Fig. 4.17: (a) PA spectrum of the 1 1Πg v
′=155 level, detected by trap loss. (b)
PA spectrum of the 2 1Σ+g v
′=111 level showing the rotational assign-
ments (J ′), detected by REMPI. Lines marked with an asterisk (*) are
hyperfine ghosts of the J ′=3 and 5 transitions. Note the near degener-
acy of the long-range vibrational level 1 1Πg v
′=155 with the short-range
level 2 1Σ+g v
′=111, J ′ = 5.
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4.2.3 Rotational levels, partial waves, and shape resonances
The distribution of rotational lines of a single vibrational level carries information
about the partial wave content of the colliding ground-state atoms. The relative
strengths of rotational lines in the spectrum are related to the relative partial
wave amplitudes. A single rotational line, J , is typically accessed by PA through
several partial waves.
From conservation of angular momentum [6,106], we know that ~J = ~l + ~j,
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where ~J is the total angular momentum of the molecule, ~l is the partial wave
or “mechanical rotational quantum” of the ground-state collision partners, and
~j = ~ja+~jb is the total atomic electronic angular momentum of both atoms at their
asymptotic limit. For a potential curve converging to the 5s1/2 +5p1/2 asymptote,
such as for the 2 1Σ+g state, ~ja = 1/2 and ~jb = 1/2, implying that j = 0 or 1, and
that J can take the values J = l− 1, l, or l+ 1. For a potential curve converging
to the 5s1/2 + 5p3/2 asymptote, such as for the 1
3Πg state, ~ja = 1/2 and ~jb = 3/2,
implying that j = 0, 1, 2, and that J can take the values J = l − 2, J = l − 1, l,
J = l + 1 or l + 2.
Furthermore, a symmetry consideration [107,6] requires that in states with
(+) symmetry, such as the 2 1Σ+g or 1
3Πg(Ω = 0
+) state, odd J ’s come from even
l’s, and even J ’s come from odd l’s. This additional requirement restricts the
values of J to J = l ± 1. Therefore, for these Ω = 0+ states, s-wave collisions
contribute only to the J ′=1 line, p-wave collisions contribute only the J ′=0 and
J ′=2 lines, g-wave collisions—the highest observed partial wave—contribute only
to the J ′=3 and J ′=5 lines, as shown in Fig. 4.15. For Ω = 0− states, such as
the 1 3Πg(Ω = 0
−) state, the symmetry requirement restricts the value of J to
J = l, l ± 2.
In our PA spectra of the 2 1Σ+g state, the strongest—and sometimes only—
lines are the J ′=3 and J ′=5 lines. This implies that the l=4 partial wave is
the strongest contribution to the PA transitions, clearly at odds with the com-
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mon notion that s-wave scattering dominates processes at ultracold temperatures.
This enhancement of the g-wave is caused by a shape resonance in the scattering
of ground-state atom pairs. This shape resonance is due to the presence of a
quasibound level inside the centrifugal potential barrier associated with non-zero
angular momentum scattering, as is shown in Fig. 4.19(a). Shape resonances,
which are also known as “orbiting resonances”, can also occur outside the con-
text of scattering or collisions. For example, a quasibound level in molecule can
dissociate into two free atoms by tunneling through the centrifugal barrier, which
is known as “rotational predissociation”. In the context of colliding atoms, the
quasibound level enhances the continuum wavefunction amplitude inside the cen-
trifugal barrier [45,108]. The population of this level depends strongly on the
temperature of the system. At temperatures in the quantum degenerate regime
(e.g., 1 µK), we would not expect any significant population of the quasibound
level and the shape resonance should not be observable.
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Fig. 4.19: (a) Close-up of the a 3Σ+u effective potential curves of
85Rb2 around
the region of the centrifugal barriers for s, p, d, f , and g-partial waves.
The g-wave quasibound level responsible for the shape resonance is
also shown. (b) The Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution of a MOT
at 120 µK showing the high energy tail extending to, and past, the
quasibound level.
The curves in Fig. 4.19(a) are generated by adding a centrifugal term to
the highly accurate a 3Σ+u potential from Strauss et al. [56]. The l=4 quasibound
level was found by numerically solving for bound states with LEVEL8.0 [50]. This
rovibrational level (v′′=39, J ′′=4) has a calculated resonance energy of E=+0.66
mK and a tunneling width of Γ/2pi=0.1 MHz. This same triplet quasibound level
has previously been observed for 85Rb2 by Boesten et al. [44] and a corresponding
resonance has been observed in 87Rb2 [45,109–112]. Shape resonances have also
been observed in other alkali dimers, for example, in K2 [113,114], Li2 [115], and
NaCs [66]. In Fig. 4.19(b) we plot the Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution at
the average MOT temperature,
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f(E) =
√
E
pikT
exp
[−E
kT
]
, (4.5)
showing the overlap of energies between the quasibound state and the energies
of the atoms in the MOT. Many of the colliding atom pairs can tunnel through
the centrifugal g-wave barrier and populate the quasibound state. Since our cal-
culated parameters (energy, width, and partial wave) for this triplet-state shape
resonance in 85Rb2 match experimental values [44] so closely, we have extended
the calculation to other combinations of scattering states and isotopologues of Rb2
as shown in Table 4.4. It is interesting to note that the singlet and triplet states
of 85Rb2 both have g-wave shape resonances, albeit with different energies and
widths. Similarly, the singlet and triplet states of 87Rb2 both have a d-wave shape
resonance. This occurs because the last few vibrational levels of the singlet and
triplet states are nearly degenerate [56], making the singlet and triplet quasibound
levels also nearly degenerate.
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4.2.4 Lineshapes
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Fig. 4.20: Experimental (•) and fitted (—) lineshapes for (v′=109, J ′=1) (a) and
(v′=99, J ′=3) (b) at different PA powers. Lines are offset vertically
for clarity and horizontally to match the peak position. The small
deviation between experimental and fitted lineshape in (b) is thought
not to be physical and is instead due to the PA laser scan rate.
Another manifestation of shape resonances is through the photoassociation line-
shape [116]. In Fig. 4.20 we compare the lineshapes arising from s-wave and
g-wave collisions, i.e., the J ′=1 and the J ′=3 lines, respectively. The J ′=1 line-
shape shown in Fig. 4.20 (a) is distinctly asymmetric, with a tail on the red side.
The asymmetry is due to the high energy tail in the energy distribution of atoms
in the MOT, as shown in Fig. 4.19(b). These lineshapes were modeled with the
“Wigner law” lineshape given by Jones et al. [106] (Eq. 3). Although the fit is
good, the resulting fitting parameters are not physical in the case of Rb2 at a tem-
perature of 120 µK. This is due to a partial breakdown of the lineshape model,
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also discussed in Ref. [106]. For example, the temperature extracted from the fit
is two to three times higher than 120 ± 20 µK measured by ballistic expansion.
The lineshapes of J ′=3 lines are in contrast almost symmetric, implying that only
a narrow range of collisional energies participates in the photoassociation process.
Furthermore the linewidths for the J ′=3 lines are generally narrower than for
the J ′=1 lines, again due a narrower range of collisional energies participating in
the photoassociation. The ground-state g-wave collision in the MOT populates
the quasibound level, making the photoassociation more resemble a bound-bound
transition than a free-bound transition. Since there is negligible thermal broad-
ening, one can extract the excited-state natural linewidths simply by fitting a
Lorentzian lineshape.
Chapter 5
Upper bound to the ionization energy of Rb2
This chapter expands on Bellos et al. [38].
The ionization energy, also known as the ionization potential, is the mini-
mum energy required to ionize a ground-state atom or molecule. In the case of
molecules, one can distinguish between two kinds of ionization energy: the ‘adia-
batic’ ionization energy (aEi) and the ‘vertical’ ionization energy (vEi). The aEi
is the energy required to reach the lowest ionization threshold, i.e. the rovibra-
tional ground state of the ion, as shown in Fig. 5.1(a). The vEi is the lowest
observed ionization energy and often correlates to a rovibrationally excited ion-
ization threshold. The vEi is greater than or equal to the aEi, and depends on
the Franck-Condon factor for the ionizing transition and the limit of experimental
signal-to-noise. The aEi, therefore, is a more fundamental quantity, and so we
will refer to it here simply as the ionization energy (Ei).
The ionization energy of Rb2 is currently not well known. Although mea-
surements [117–120] and calculations [121–127,84] exist, they have large uncer-
tainties. This is in contrast to other alkali dimers, e.g., Li2 [128], Na2 [129], K2
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[130], and Cs2 [131], where the Ei’s have been measured to accuracies between
0.02 and 2 cm−1 (see Ref. [132] for a review). In an effort to measure the Ei of
Rb2, we have performed spectroscopy of ultracold Rb2 in the energy region corre-
sponding to the bottom of the ground-state potential well of the Rb+2 molecular
ion. The importance of knowing the actual value of the ionization energy comes
into play when experimentally working either with ground-state molecular ions or
with highly excited Rydberg states of the neutral molecule. This measurement
also allows us to search for efficient pathways for the production of ultracold Rb+2
in selected rovibrational levels of its ground state (e.g. v+=N+=0). Part of the
appeal of working with molecular ions is that they share many of the features
of neutral molecules and have the added benefit of long trapping lifetimes in ion
traps.
There are several methods to measure Ei’s, such as the extrapolation of a
Rydberg series or the observation of the onset of direct photoionization or autoion-
ization (Ref. [130] contains examples of each of these methods). These methods
rely on two distinct ionization mechanisms, direct photoionization and autoioniza-
tion [133]. Direct photoionization, or photoionization for short, proceeds through
a single step,
Rb2 + hν → Rb+2 + e−, (5.1)
whereas autoionization,
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Rb2 + hν → Rb∗∗2 → Rb+2 + e−, (5.2)
proceeds through an intermediate state that spontaneously ionizes. Here the
notation Rb∗∗2 denotes “superexcited” levels of the molecule above the ionization
threshold as shown in Fig. 5.1(b). Transition (5.1) is bound-free and generally
shows broad continuum features, while transition (5.2) includes a bound-bound
step and can show sharp features. Neither transition is possible unless the energy
of the “superexcited” level is above the ionization energy.
The Ei of Rb2 is related to the dissociation energy of its molecular ion,
D0(Rb
+
2 ), the dissociation energy of the neutral molecule, D0(Rb2), and the Ei of
the atom, Ei(Rb), via the relationship,
Ei(Rb2) +D0(Rb
+
2 ) = Ei(Rb) +D0(Rb2), (5.3)
as is shown graphically in Fig 5.1(a).
We use a variation of Eq. (5.3) to account for the fact that we photoex-
cite from an excited state instead of the absolute ground state of Rb2 (X
1Σ+g ,
v′′=J ′′=0). Therefore,
Ei(Rb2) = hν + EB +D0(Rb2), (5.4)
where hν is the energy of the applied photon and EB is the (negative) binding
energy of the initial state, defined with respect to the 5s+5s atomic limit. The
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energy of the observed superexcited state corresponds to hν+EB. By adding the
dissociation energy D0(Rb2), we shift the energy reference from the atomic limit
to the X 1Σ+g (v
′′=J ′′=0) level.
We are not aware of any direct measurements of D0(Rb2). We can however
calculate accurate values for D0(Rb2) and EB using the LEVEL8.0 program [50]
and potential energy curves based on fits to numerous spectroscopic measurements
[56,134–137]. The most recent work in this series of spectroscopic measurements
and fits, by Strauss et al. [56], reports accuracies of 50 MHz for deeply-bound
levels and a few MHz for levels near the dissociation limit.
5.1 Ground state preparation
As in the previous chapter, the MOT is continuously irradiated by a photoassoci-
ation (PA) laser to convert a fraction of the trapped atoms into molecules. After
we photoassociate atoms into excited-state molecules, they decay radiatively and
populate the metastable a 3Σ+u state. We form molecules in specific vibrational
levels of the a 3Σ+u state via PA through the 1(0
−
g ) (v
′ ' 173, J ′=1) level, detuned
17.1 cm−1 below the 5s+5p1/2 atomic limit [49]. This results in the formation of
a 3Σ+u state molecules primarily in the (v
′′ = 35, J ′′ = 0) and (v′′ = 35, J ′′ =
2) levels, bound by −0.806(2) and −0.794(2) cm−1, respectively. Averaging the
energy over the two rotational levels yields a binding energy of EB = −0.800(6)
cm−1 for v′′ = 35 molecules. The distribution of vibrational levels was measured
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to be 70% in v′′ = 35, and around 10% each in the neighboring vibrational levels
v′′ = 34, 36, and 37. This distribution was determined by fitting lineshapes to the
REMPI spectra of Ref. [49]. It is important to measure this distribution, rather
than using calculated Franck-Condon factors for radiative decay, because the PA
laser strongly modifies the distribution of the uppermost vibrational levels [68].
Although molecules are continuously produced in the MOT by the PA laser,
they are also continuously lost because they are not well trapped by the MOT. We
periodically photoexcite the molecules that remain with a pulsed ultraviolet laser.
The steady-state number of molecules within the ∼ 4 mm diameter uv laser beam
is approximately 100. This small number of molecules is sufficient due to the high
quantum efficiency of ion detection. The uv light is tuned around 365 nm and is
produced by frequency doubling an infrared pulsed dye laser, as described in Ch.
2.1. The frequency-doubled uv pulse energy is ∼ 1 mJ/pulse. The measured uv
pulse linewidth is 0.9 cm−1, about twice that of the fundamental infrared pulse.
5.2 Excited state spectroscopy
By scanning the uv laser and monitoring the production of Rb+2 , we obtain the
spectrum shown in Fig. 5.2 (a). The laser power dependence of the signal is linear,
as shown in Fig. 5.3, confirming that a one-photon transition is responsible for the
ionization. Furthermore, the absorption of a second photon would further excite
the molecules to an energy region dominated by repulsive curves of electronically-
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excited Rb+2 [84]. This would be expected to dissociate and/or ionize the molecule
without producing a Rb+2 signal. By ruling out two-photon transitions, we confirm
that the observed lines are above the one-photon ionization threshold.
There is no evidence for direct photoionization in the spectrum, as there is no
broad Rb+2 background signal or continuum threshold. The lack of photoionization
indicates that high-n Rydberg states are probably not populated, because of the
continuity of oscillator strength across the ionization threshold. More specifically,
the oscillator strength per unit energy to the continuum just above the ioniza-
tion threshold is continuous with the oscillator strength to high-n Rydberg states
just below the threshold [138], divided by the spacing between adjacent levels. A
further indication that Rydberg states (high-n or low-n) are not being observed
is that the spacing between lines is nearly regular and does not correspond to
the 1/n3 spacing of a Rydberg series. The absence of photoionization suggests
that higher molecule numbers will be necessary to accurately measure the ioniza-
tion energy through the onset of photoionization or Rydberg series extrapolation.
Also, the absence of photoionization allows us to place an upper bound to the
photoionization cross-section of the initial state (σ < 5 × 10−19 cm2). Although
photoionization and autoionization can simultaneously occur above the ioniza-
tion threshold, autoionization has been more prevalent than photoionization in
ultracold experiments to date (see, for example, Refs. [139–141]).
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Fig. 5.2: (a) Autoionizing levels of 85Rb2 photoexcited from the v
′′ = 35 level of
the a 3Σ+u state. The horizontal axis is the sum of the photon energy
and the binding energy of the initial level, which gives the energy of the
autoionizing levels above the 5s+5s ground state limit. The arrow (↓)
shows the lowest-energy line that is reproducibly observed via autoion-
ization. The star (?) marks the line used to study power dependence.
The triangle (H) labels a line originating from two-photon ionization of
Rb atoms through the 7p 1
2
state. (b) Simulated spectrum generated by
plotting the Franck-Condon factors (FCFs) between the initial v′′ = 35
level and various vibrational levels of the excited 3Σ+g state, as a func-
tion of the excited-level energy. We have shifted the simulated spectrum
energy to match the position of the 5s+7p 1
2
atomic limit. (c) same as
(b) but for transitions to the excited 3Πg state.
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Fig. 5.3: Power dependence of a selected spectral line (marked by a star (?) in
Fig. 5.2(a)), along with a straight-line fit.
In an effort to assign the observed spectrum, our collaborator in Lyon, Prof.
A.-R. Allouche calculated ab initio potential energy curves (PECs) leading to the
5s+7p atomic limit using the method of Allouche and Aubert-Fre´con [57]. He
extended the basis set used in Ref. [57] by adding one f -orbital, with exponent
0.1, and set the cutoff parameter of the core polarization potential for the f -
orbital to 2.5025 a0. The eight PECs (
1Σ+u ,
3Σ+u ,
1Πu,
3Πu,
1Σ+g ,
3Σ+g ,
1Πg,
3Πg)
that correlate to the 5s+7p atomic limit, and the Rb+2 ground state PEC can be
found as supplemental material in Ref. [38].
We can rule out transitions to the four ungerade excited states by applying
the u ↔ g electric dipole selection rule. In Fig. 5.2(b) we plot a simulated
spectrum generated from the PECs of the initial a 3Σ+u state and the excited
3Σ+g state. The simulated spectrum is a plot of FCFs versus the level energies
of the excited state, which are all calculated using the LEVEL8.0 program [50].
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Although transitions to the other three gerade excited states (3Πg,
1Σ+g ,
1Πg) are,
in principle, allowed, the observed spectrum does not correlate well with simulated
spectra from these PECs. The simulated spectrum to the 3Σ+g state reproduces
three features of the observed spectrum: (1) the large line spacings between 24 400
and 27 700 cm−1 as shown by the dashed vertical lines, (2) the high density of lines
between 27 700 cm−1 and the atomic limit at 27 835 cm−1, (3) the presence of a
quasibound level just above the atomic limit.
Lines in Fig. 5.2(b) below 27 700 cm−1 correspond to the inner well of the
excited state, while lines above 27 700 cm−1 correspond to both the inner and
outer wells of the excited state as shown in Fig. 5.4.
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Fig. 5.4: Triplet gerade PECs from which we simulate spectra. The origin of the
outer wells are explored in Ch. 6.
The closely spaced lines between 27 700 and 27 800 cm−1 correspond to tran-
sitions from the outermost lobe of the initial state wavefunction (at the outer turn-
ing point). The closely spaced lines between 27 800 and 27 835 cm−1 correspond
to transitions from the second-to-last lobe of the initial state wavefunction. This
simulated spectrum does not include effects such as a R-dependent transition
dipole moment, spin-orbit coupling effects, tunneling between wells, or avoided
crossings between PECs.
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5.3 Results
Regardless of the exact spectral assignments, we can use the spectral line with the
lowest observed energy to place an upper bound on Ei. This line, identified by an
arrow in Fig. 5.2(a), corresponds to a photon of energy 27 384.0(3) cm−1 exciting
a molecule bound by EB = −0.8(5) cm−1. We have increased the uncertainty in
the binding energy of the initial level from ± 0.006 to ± 0.5 cm−1, to account for
the small possibility that the signal may originate from vibrational levels adjacent
to v′′ = 35. These adjacent levels are populated in small quantities as discussed in
Ch. 5.1. We use this line energy and a calculated value of D0(
85Rb2) = 3 964.74(2)
cm−1 derived from Ref. [56] in Eq. (5.4) to set an upper bound to Ei(85Rb2) of
31 348.0(6) cm−1. This upper bound is more constraining than previous measure-
ments [117–120] and is plotted in Fig. 5.5(a). With the same line energy and
Ei(
85Rb) = 33 690.797 5(2) cm−1 [142], we can set a lower bound to D0(85Rb+2 ) of
Ei(
85Rb) − (hν + EB) = 6 307.5(6) cm−1.
The presently calculated Rb+2 ground state PEC has a theoretical dissocia-
tion energy D0(
85Rb+2 ) = 6200 cm
−1, computed using LEVEL8.0. It is difficult to
accurately know the uncertainty of this value. Nevertheless we can estimate the
theoretical uncertainty by comparing differences between theoretical and available
experimental dissociation energies as was done in Ref. [57]. Doing this, we find an
average error in the dissociation energy of 1.9 % of the well depth, corresponding
to ± 120 cm−1 for D0(85Rb+2 ) = 6200 cm−1. Using Eq. (5.3) we can easily con-
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Fig. 5.5: Experimental and theoretical ionization energies of Rb2. The values
{1–11} correspond, respectively, to Refs. [117–127,84]. (a) Experimen-
tal measurements, with the present measurement labeled by the square
(). Values {1,4} are measurements of vertical ionization energies, and
hence upper bounds to the ionization energy. Value {2} describes a mea-
surement of the ionization energy, but is characterized in Ref. [132] as a
vertical ionization energy instead. (b) Theoretical calculations with the
present calculation labeled by the bullet (•) with error bars. Values {3,
5–11} are dissociation energies of Rb+2 , which we convert to ionization
energies (see text). The two values of {10} correspond to two different
approximations that were used.
vert this dissociation energy into an ionization energy, with negligible increases in
uncertainty, as D0(
85Rb2) and Ei(
85Rb) are known to within 60 MHz and 6 MHz,
respectively. This yields a theoretical Ei(
85Rb2) of 31 456 ± 120 cm−1 which we
plot in Fig. 5.5(b) along with previous theoretical values [121–127,84].
If we assume that the theoretical Ei values and associated uncertainties are
accurate, we can alternatively use the observed onset of autoionization to deter-
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mine which vibrational levels are populated in the molecular ion. Our theoretical
lower bound of Ei, 31 336 cm
−1, is below the observed onset by only 12 cm−1.
This difference is smaller than the vibrational spacing of 46 cm−1 for the first few
vibrational levels, implying that the produced ions are probably in the v+ = 0
level or possibly in the v+ = 1 level.
We expect these ions to be slightly hotter than the atoms in the MOT, due
to the energy released when Rb∗∗2 autoionizes into Rb
+
2 . This heating should, in
principle, not significantly reduce the trapping lifetime for deeply-trapped ions,
and can be minimized by ionizing as close to the threshold as possible.
We have also reached the the same excited state region by photoexciting
a 3Σ+u (v
′′ = 0) instead of a 3Σ+u (v
′′ = 35) molecules. We plot the resulting spec-
trum in Fig. 5.6. We produced a 3Σ+u (v
′′ = 0) molecules via blue-detuned pho-
toassociation at short internuclear distances [35]. In the case of photoexcitation
starting from v′′ = 0, we observed an onset of autoionization 98.1 cm−1 higher than
that observed when starting from v′′ = 35. The measurement starting from v′′ =
0, therefore, provides a less constraining bound, despite the fact that photoexci-
tation occurs at shorter internuclear distances and excites an excited vibrational
level of Rb+2 , probably v
+ = 2.
In summary, we report an improved upper bound to the ionization energy
of 85Rb2, Ei(
85Rb2) ≤ 31 348.0(6) cm−1, and a corresponding lower bound to the
dissociation energy of the molecular ion 85Rb+2 , D0(
85Rb+2 ) ≥ 6 307.5(6) cm−1.
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Measuring Ei directly rather than setting an upper limit will require a measur-
able photoionization signal at threshold, or alternatively a well-resolved series of
Rydberg states. Such a signal may become observable by replicating the experi-
ment in an optical trap, where the number and density of molecules are orders of
magnitude greater than in the present experiment.
It is worth pointing out that we tried to measure Ei through two-photon
two-color excitation through an intermediate state, but did not succeed in pro-
ducing an Rb+2 signal. We did not observe an onset of ionization, or any ioniza-
tion features above the noise level, by scanning the laser frequency of the second
step. Neither cw nor pulsed laser excitation through the intermediate 1 3Πg and
2 3Σ+g states provided any Rb
+
2 signal over the noise floor. Although such double-
resonance excitation schemes are routinely observed in different apparatuses such
as molecular beam sources, heat-pipe ovens and even some ultracold molecule
sources (e.g., Refs. [140,143,144]), it is presently not clear why we were not able
to observe ionization following double-resonance excitation.
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Fig. 5.6: Autoionizing levels of 85Rb2 photoexcited from the v
′′ = 0 level of the
a 3Σ+u state. The arrow (↓) shows the onset of autoionization, which
occurs at a higher energy than in the case of photoexcitation starting
from a 3Σ+u v
′′ = 35 molecules (Fig. 5.2). The evenly-spaced lines on
the right side of the spectrum might appear to be vibrational levels
of Rb+2 , but their spacings are smaller than the predicted vibrational
spacings of the ionic ground state. Except for the atomic transition
labeled by the triangle (H), the spectrum is currently unassigned. The
atomic transition is strong enough to create a spurious signal in the Rb+2
time-of-flight window, and marks the position of the 5s+7p1/2 atomic
limit. The 5s+7p3/2 transition would occur in the spectral-gap-region
around 27650 cm−1.
Chapter 6
Trilobite-like Rydberg states
6.1 Introduction
This chapter largely replicates a forthcoming publication by Bellos et al. [39].
A class of long-range Rydberg molecules, sometimes called “trilobite molecules,”
occurs when a ground-state atom is embedded within the electronic wavefunction
of a Rydberg atom [34]. The bond between the Rydberg atom and the ground-
state atom originates from the attractive interaction between the Rydberg electron
and the ground-state atom [34]. This bond has been described as a new type of
chemical bond, distinct from the well-known covalent, ionic, and van der Waals
bonds [40]. Relative to these well-known chemical bonds, trilobite-like bonding is
encountered at long-range and for highly excited states, as shown in Fig. 6.1.
The name “trilobite molecule” was originally coined because the perturbed
Rydberg wavefunction resembles a trilobite fossil [34] in the case of high values
of the principal quantum number n and orbital angular momentum l. Although
high-l states of this type have yet to be observed, trilobite-like states, with orbital
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Fig. 6.1: Select PECs exhibiting various chemical bonding mechanisms.
angular momentum l ≤ 2, have been observed at ultracold temperature in the
form of bound vibrational levels [145–150], and at high temperatures in the form
of collisional satellite structures in the line wings of atomic transitions [151,152].
We adopt the name “trilobite-like” molecules for the low-l states rather than
“long-range Rydberg” molecules, as in some previous work, to distinguish them
from other types of long-range Rydberg molecules, such as macrodimers [153–155]
or heavy Rydberg atoms [156,157].
The bond length of a trilobite-like molecule can vary greatly depending on
the principal quantum number, due to the n2 dependence of the radius of the
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outermost lobe of the Rydberg wavefunction. For instance, the vibrational outer
turning points are less than 150 Bohr radii (a0) in Refs. [151,152], and over 10
3 a0
in Refs. [145–150].
Here we report the observation of trilobite-like states of 85Rb2 in some of
the lowest principal quantum numbers for which they can exist, and also for some
of the lowest internuclear separations at which they can form. The range we have
investigated, with n = 7 and 9–12, overlaps with previous studies conducted
in a heat-pipe oven [151,152]. In the earlier work, satellite structures in the line
wings of collisionally broadened Rb were found to correspond closely with minima
of calculated long-range potential energy curves (PECs) [151,152]. Although we
access some of the same PECs, there are notable differences in the excitation
pathway, detection scheme, and the intrinsic linewidth. We start by producing
ultracold Rb2 molecules in a high vibrational level of the metastable a
3Σ+u state
in a collision-free magneto-optical trap (MOT), then populate trilobite-like states
through bound-bound transitions, detecting them via their autoionization into
Rb+2 molecular ions. As far as we are aware, this is the first time that trilobite-
like states have been probed through bound-bound molecular transitions, rather
than free-bound photoassociation or collisionally facilitated mechanisms.
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6.2 Undulating PECs
The bond between the low-l Rydberg electron and the embedded atom can be
approximated from knowledge of the Rydberg-electron wavefunction, ψ(R), and
the s- and p-wave scattering lengths (as(R) and ap(R), respectively) for low-energy
collisions between the electron and the embedded atom [41,146,158],
V (R) = 2pi as(R) |ψ(R)|2 + 6pi a3p(R) |∇ψ(R)|2. (6.1)
The first term originates from s-wave scattering, and the second from p-wave
scattering. In the low-n small-R regime of Rb2, the second term is dominant as the
p-wave scattering length is strongly influenced by the presence of a triplet shape
resonance [41,159,160]. For interactions in the high-n large-R regime, however, the
first term can dominate, such as when the kinetic energy of the Rydberg electron
is too small to support p-wave collisions [161].
For a Rydberg electron in quantum state |l = 1,m = 0〉, the |∇ψ(R)|2 term
in Eq. (6.1) is proportional to (∂ψ(R)
∂R
)2 and correlates to PECs of 3Σ+ symmetry
as shown in Fig. 6.2. In the case of an electron in quantum state |l = 1,m = ±1〉,
the |∇ψ(R)|2 term is instead proportional to (ψ(R)
R
)2 and correlates to PECs of
3Π symmetry, as shown in Fig. 6.3. Such correlations between PECs and the
Rydberg-electron wavefunctions have also been shown to occur in the undula-
tions of ab initio excited-state PECs [162], showing that conventional ab initio
PECs can reproduce the low-n trilobite-like bond. In principle, excited-state
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PECs of all molecules should exhibit these undulations, as long as the scattering
length between the Rydberg electron and embedded atom is non-zero. In Rb2, the
e−+Rb(5s) triplet shape resonance [159,160] produces large scattering lengths. As
a result, Rb2 has deep potential wells [41] that can exceed 100 cm
−1 in depth, and
support over 100 vibrational levels. Unlike the case of high-n large-R trilobite-like
states, tunneling between potential wells is not significant for the states reported
here due to the large barriers between wells.
In Fig. 6.2(a) we plot the relevant excited-state PECs from Ref. [151], which
were calculated using the Fermi pseudopotential method. These trilobite-like
states, due to their electric dipole moment (EDM), do not have ungerade/gerade
symmetry, making ungerade and gerade PECs degenerate [34], as can be seen
in Fig. 6.3 (a). The Fermi pseudopotential PECs (Fig. 6.2(a)) do not have a
repulsive wall at short range, as the Fermi pseudopotential model breaks down at
separations where covalent bonding appears. We convert the difference potentials
of Ref. [151] (which characterize free-bound excitation), back to full excited-state
potentials (which characterize bound-bound excitation), by simply adding the
long-range ground-state potential energy. For the ground-state potential, V (R) =
−C6
R6
, where C6 = 4660 a.u. (see Ref. [151]). This results in a correction of less
than 0.5 cm−1 at R = 35 a0, but increases for shorter separations. In Fig. 6.2(b)
we also plot the 5s + 7p excited-state PEC from Ref. [38], which was calculated
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Fig. 6.2: (a) 3Σ+ excited-state potential energy curves from Ref. [151] calcu-
lated through Fermi pseudopotential methods. The circles (◦) label the
outer turning points of states populated in the present work. (b) 3Σ+g
excited-state potential energy curves from Ref. [38] calculated through ab
initio methods [57]. (c)–(g) Derivatives of the radial Rydberg-electron
wavefunctions for 12p, 11p, 10p, 9p and 7p atoms, respectively. The
Rydberg-electron wavefunctions are approximated by phase-shifted hy-
drogenic wavefunctions calculated using Numerov integration [163]. The
shaded regions illustrate the correlation between potential wells and os-
cillations of the electron wavefunction derivatives.
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through ab initio methods [57].
6.3 Excitation and detection pathway
The apparatus and procedure for initial state preparation have been previously
described in previous chapters and are only briefly summarized here. The starting
point is a magneto-optical trap (MOT) that traps about 8× 107 85Rb atoms at a
peak density of 1×1011 cm−3 and a temperature of 120 µK. We form excited-state
molecules by photoassociating atom pairs into the level
∣∣1(0−g ), v′ ' 173, J ′ = 1〉
using a cw laser tuned to 12561.8 cm−1 [49]. We rely on spontaneous emission to
produce weakly-bound molecules, most of which populate the single vibrational
level |a 3Σ+u , v = 35〉, bound by EB = −0.8 cm−1 [38]. We use this weakly bound
level as the starting point for excitation to trilobite-like states. Although molecules
are continuously produced in the MOT by the PA laser, they are also continuously
lost because they are not trapped. As the molecules free-fall below the MOT, we
photoexcite them with a pulsed uv laser and detect the formation of Rb+2 ions. A
positively-charged electric field plate accelerates the Rb+2 ions away from the center
of the vacuum chamber and towards an ion detector, where they are distinguished
from Rb+ ions by their time of flight. The charged field plate produces an electric
field at the position of the MOT of about 100 V cm−1. Pulsing the electric field on
immediately after the trilobite-like states are populated did not lead to observable
changes in signal strength.
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We produce the uv light by frequency doubling an infrared pulsed dye laser,
operated with LDS750 laser dye to access the energy region around the 5s + 7p
atomic limit, and DCM dye to access the energy region around the 5s+ np limits
with n=9–12. We have not examined the energy region around 5s + 8p because
the required wavelengths are more difficult to produce. The laser is well-suited for
broad survey scans, but the uv linewidth of 0.9 cm−1 limits the resolution of our
spectra. The trilobite-like states we observed were accidentally discovered while
performing measurements on the ionization energy of Rb2. Since the apparatus
we used was not inherently optimized for the spectroscopy of trilobite-like states,
I identify several upgrades that would allow new types of measurements.
The production and detection of trilobite-like states can be summarized by
the steps,
Rb2 + hν −→ Rb∗∗2 −→ Rb+2 + e−. (6.2)
The first step is a single-photon bound-bound excitation, which corresponds to a
change in bonding from an initial state bound primarily by van der Waals forces
to a final state bound primarily by the trilobite-like bond of Eq. (6.1). The
designation Rb∗∗2 refers to excited states of the molecule, either trilobite-like or
non-trilobite-like, that are energetically above the ionization threshold and can
spontaneously autoionize. The fact that we observe any Rb+2 at all indicates that
the autoionization lifetime is at least comparable to the radiative decay rate of the
excited state. We have deduced that our Rb+2 signals arise from autoionization
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rather than photoionization, as we found no signatures of the photoionization
process in previous studies of the ionization threshold [38].
We detect up to 20 or 30 Rb+2 ions per uv laser pulse, starting from a rela-
tively low-density sample of molecules. We estimate the number of Rb2 molecules
initially present within the uv pulsed laser beam to be only a few hundred. This
indicates that the total probability for excitation followed by autoionization (Eq.
(6.2)) is roughly 10%.
6.4 Results
In Fig. 6.4(b) we plot the number of Rb+2 ions detected per uv pulse as a function
of the applied uv frequency.
Broad similarities are evident between the present work and previous heat-
pipe spectra [151,152], plotted in Fig. 6.4(a). These similarities persist despite
differences in the initial conditions (hot colliding atoms vs. ultracold molecules),
detection mechanism (absorption vs. ionization), and temperature (1000 K vs.
10−4 K). In Figs. 6.5(a)–(d) we plot the excited-state PECs for the inner wells
of trilobite-like states of higher asymptotes, while in Figs. 6.5(f)–(i) we plot the
observed Rb+2 spectra, and provide an assignment between PECs and spectral
features.
The broad similarities between the spectra in the present work to the struc-
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ture seen previously in a heat-pipe oven [151,152] can still be observed for the
lines blue of the atomic transitions to 9p–11p, but not to lines red of the atomic
transitions. At least some differences between our spectra and the heat-pipe ob-
servation is expected for all asymptotes above 5s+7p, because in the present work
we excite to trilobite-like wells with internuclear separations less than R = 40 a0.
In a heat-pipe oven, free-bound transitions to any trilobite-like well can occur. De-
spite the difference in Franck-Condon overlap between bound-bound transitions
and free-bound transitions, we observe that lines blue of the atomic transitions to
9p–11p match the energies of features observed in a heat-pipe oven, as can be seen
in Fig. 6.6. Interestingly, in Ref. [152] the feature to the blue of 11p is attributed
to trilobite-like wells with R ≥ 63 a0; however, in the present work, the line blue
of the 11p asymptote (Fig. 6.5(g)) is more logically assigned to one of the inner
trilobite-like wells with R ≤ 40 a0 (Fig. 6.5(b)).
Around the 5s+ 7p asymptote, individual vibrational levels of the trilobite-
like states are resolved (Fig. 6.4(b)). For higher asymptotes, they are often
blended (e.g. Fig. 6.5(h) below 10p), due to the large uv laser linewidth of
1 cm−1. This linewidth is on the order of the excited-state vibrational spacing,
which starts at around 3 cm−1 at the bottom of a typical trilobite-like well, and
decreases to about 0.5 cm−1 at the top. The linewidth of the excitation laser
could be greatly decreased by replacing the pulsed dye laser with a cw uv laser
or, for higher output powers, a pulse-amplified cw laser [164,165]. This approach
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can yield linewidths that can closely approach the fundamental Fourier-transform
limit, e.g., 44 MHz for a 10 ns pulse [165]. Such linewidths, almost three orders
of magnitude narrower than those used for the present work, should be capable of
resolving rotational lines and Stark shifts that originate from the EDM of trilobite-
like states. Ultimately the resolution will be determined by the natural linewidth
due to autoionization, a subject worthy of investigation in its own right.
Several interesting questions remain: why have most of the observations
to date been well explained by transitions to 3Σ+ trilobite-like states, but not
to 3Π states, which are also allowed by E1 selection rules? Could some of the
unassigned large features in Fig. 6.5 be due to these 3Π states? In addition, by
what mechanism do these trilobite-like states autoionize, given that Rb+2 must be
produced at short range?
We hope that this work stimulates further measurements, particularly of
excited-state lifetimes [148], electric dipole moments [149], and autoionization
widths. We also hope that this work stimulates calculations of relevant PECs. The
ability to observe the low-n medium-R regime should allow detailed comparison
of the ab initio methods at higher energy and Fermi pseudopotential methods at
shorter distance.
The advantage of a bound-bound excitation pathway, compared to a free-
bound pathway, is that it allows control over the Franck-Condon overlap of the
initial and final states. By choosing the initial vibrational level, an experiment can
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be tailored to excite predominantly a single well in a trilobite-like PEC, simplifying
the spectrum and facilitating its assignment. Furthermore, by varying the outer
turning point of the initial state, one can study variations of parameters across
the wells of an undulating PEC.
Our present apparatus is limited in this regard because it cannot build up
population in the very highest vibrational levels of the a 3Σ+u or X
1Σ+g state, due
to inadvertent photodissociation caused by the photoassociation laser [68]. The
|a 3Σ+u , v = 35〉 level used for this work, with its outer turning point of 35 a0, is the
highest that we can populate with reasonable numbers. This limitation could be
overcome by using, for example, stimulated Raman transfer or magnetoassociation
via a Feshbach resonance [26] to populate the uppermost vibrational level. For
instance, the last bound levels of 85Rb2 and
87Rb2 molecules in the a
3Σ+u state
have outer turning points of 73 a0 and 104 a0, respectively. We calculate outer
turning points using the a 3Σ+u PEC of Ref. [56] and the LEVEL8.0 [50] computer
program to solve for binding energies of levels.
In summary, we demonstrate the production of trilobite-like states through
the bound-bound excitation of molecules. The transition corresponds to a change
in bonding mechanism from a van der Waals bond to a trilobite-like bond. We find
that our spectra are consistent with calculated PECs and with previously observed
spectra in heat-pipe ovens. We anticipate that significant improvements in reso-
lution and signal-to-noise ratio are possible through the use of narrower linewidth
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lasers and higher density samples of molecules. Magnetoassociated molecules,
with their large outer turning points and rovibrational-state purity, are expected
to be particularly good starting points for the population of trilobite-like states.
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Fig. 6.5: (a)–(d) Close-ups of the trilobite-like 3Σ+ PECs around the 5s + np,
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ion spectra (f)–(i). (e) PEC and vibrational probability density of the
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Outlook
I have demonstrated new ways for converting a sample of ground-state rubidium
atoms into a sample of deeply bound rubidium dimers via photoassociation and
spontaneous emission at short-range. By taking advantage of favorable Franck-
Condon factors, I demonstrate the formation of 85Rb2 molecules in the lowest
vibrational level of the lowest metastable state. This level is of interest because
it is potentially long-lived in molecular traps, and may play a role in quantum
information or cold chemistry.
A natural extension to the formation of deeply-bound molecules is their trap-
ping in optical, magnetic or electrostatic traps. This would allow measurements
of the trapping lifetimes of various states of the molecule, and therefore measure-
ments of the cross-section for various inelastic processes: vibrational quenching,
rotational quenching, triplet-state spin relaxation, etc.
I have also shown a new method to produce an exotic class of Rydberg
molecules known as trilobite-like states. These trilobite-like states are interesting
because they are held together by a novel form of chemical bonding. We populate
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these trilobite-like states through the single-photon excitation of weakly bound
molecules. I argue that new opportunities for the study of these exotic states are
possible with modest upgrades to our apparatus.
Appendix A
Level8.0 calculations
This appendix shows sample input and output code for LEVEL8.0 program [50].
Many of the theoretical energies and observables calculated in this dissertation
were generated using potential curves available in the literature and the LEVEL8.0
program.
In example 1, I calculate the vibrational levels of a given PEC. In example 2,
I calculate the Franck-Condon factors for transitions from a single rovibrational
level of a PEC, to all bound levels of a second PEC. More information about
LEVEL8.0 can be found in the accompanying user manual [50].
Example 1: This example calculates the energies and rotational constants
of all vibrational levels with J = 4 for the lowest triplet state, a 3Σ+u .
INPUT
37 85 37 85 0 1 % IAN1 IMN1 IAN2 IMN2 CHARGE NUMPOT
’Bv and ro-vibrational levels of a(3)Sigma(u)(+)’
0.001 3 80 1.d-6 % RH RMIN RMAX EPS
281 0 0 0 % NTP LPPOT IOMEG VLIM (PEC from Strauss-Tiemann PRA)
0 0 2 1 0.D5 % NUSE IR2 ILR NCN CNN
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1.0D0 1.0D0 0.0d0 % RFACT EFACT VSHIFT
2 40659.5
2.1 32467.7
2.2 26176
2.3 21285.1
...(removed 270 lines of potential energy table)...
29.4 -0.03661
29.5 -0.03586
29.6 -0.03513
29.7 -0.03441
29.8 -0.03372
29.9 -0.03304
30 -0.03237
-500 1 2 -1 0 1 -1 0 % NLEV1 AUTO1 LCDC LXPCT NJM JDJR IWR LPRWF
0 4 % IV(1) IJ(1)
OUTPUT
37 85 37 85 0 1 % IAN1 IMN1 IAN2 IMN2 CHARGE NUMPOT
’Bv and ro-vibrational levels of a(3)Sigma(u)(+)’
Bv and ro-vibrational levels of a(3)Sigma(u)(+)
================================================================================
Generate ZMU= 42.45589486900(u) & BZ= 2.518497374D+00((1/cm-1)(1/Ang**2))
from atomic masses: 84.91178973800 & 84.91178973800(u)
0.001 3 80 1.d-6 % RH RMIN RMAX EPS
Integrate from RMIN= 3.000 to RMAX= 80.00 with mesh RH= 0.001000(Angst)
Potential #1 for Rb( 85)-Rb( 85)
================================
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281 0 0 0 % NTP LPPOT IOMEG VLIM (PEC from Strauss-Tiemann PRA)
State has OMEGA= 0 and energy asymptote: Y(lim)= 0.0000(cm-1)
0 0 2 1 0.D5 % NUSE IR2 ILR NCN CNN
Perform cubic spline interpolation over the 281 input points
1.0D0 1.0D0 0.0d0 % RFACT EFACT VSHIFT
2 40659.5
2.1 32467.7
2.2 26176
2.3 21285.1
...(removed 270 lines of potential energy table)...
29.4 -0.03661
29.5 -0.03586
29.6 -0.03513
29.7 -0.03441
29.8 -0.03372
29.9 -0.03304
30 -0.03237
To make input points Y(i) consistent with Y(lim), add Y(shift)= 0.0000
Scale input points: (distance)* 1.000000000D+00 & (energy)* 1.000000000D+00
to get required internal units [Angstroms & cm-1 for potentials]
r(i) Y(i) r(i) Y(i) r(i) Y(i)
---------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------
2.00000000 40659.5000 11.40000000 -13.6171 20.80000000 -0.3044
2.10000000 32467.7000 11.50000000 -12.8739 20.90000000 -0.2955
2.20000000 26176.0000 11.60000000 -12.1768 21.00000000 -0.2870
2.30000000 21285.1000 11.70000000 -11.5226 21.10000000 -0.2787
...(removed part of potential energy table)...
10.60000000 -21.6693 20.00000000 -0.3879 29.40000000 -0.0366
10.70000000 -20.4175 20.10000000 -0.3761 29.50000000 -0.0359
10.80000000 -19.2459 20.20000000 -0.3648 29.60000000 -0.0351
10.90000000 -18.1490 20.30000000 -0.3538 29.70000000 -0.0344
11.00000000 -17.1221 20.40000000 -0.3432 29.80000000 -0.0337
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11.10000000 -16.1582 20.50000000 -0.3330 29.90000000 -0.0330
11.20000000 -15.2554 20.60000000 -0.3231 30.00000000 -0.0324
11.30000000 -14.4097 20.70000000 -0.3136
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Extrapolate to X .le. 2.1000 with
Y= 5342.629 +6.921638D+06 * exp(-2.639023D+00*X)
Extrapolate to X .GE. 29.9000 using
Y= 0.0000 - [-1.535710D+00/X**1 +2.256129D+03/X**3]
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Calculate properties of the single potential described above
-500 1 2 -1 0 1 -1 0 % NLEV1 AUTO1 LCDC LXPCT NJM JDJR IWR LPRWF
Potential-1 uses inner boundary condition of zero value at RMIN
Eigenvalue convergence criterion is EPS= 1.0D-06(cm-1)
Airy function at 3-rd turning point is quasibound outer boundary condition
State-1 electronic angular momentum OMEGA= 0
yields centrifugal potential [J*(J+1) - 0.00]/r**2
0 4 % IV(1) IJ(1)
For J= 4, try to find the first 400 vibrational levels of Potential-1
*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) beyond range so tunneling calculation uses
pure centrifugal potential with J(app)= 15.58 for R > R(max)= 80.00
** CAUTION ** For J= 4 E=-3.753568D-02 WF(NEND)/WF(Max)= 1.3D-08 > 1.0D-09
& initialization quality test 2.7D-03 > 1.D-3 so RMAX may be too small
For J= 4 ETRY= 0.0181 > VMAX= 0.0174 find onee turn point: R= 5.05
*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
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*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
For J= 4 ETRY= 0.0197 > VMAX= 0.0174 find onee turn point: R= 5.05
*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) beyond range so tunneling calculation uses
pure centrifugal potential with J(app)= 15.58 for R > R(max)= 80.00
*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
For J= 4 ETRY= 0.0196 > VMAX= 0.0174 find onee turn point: R= 5.05
*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
For J= 4 ETRY= 0.0197 > VMAX= 0.0174 find onee turn point: R= 5.05
*** ALF WARNING ***
Next estimated trial energy E(v= 40) = 0.19659418E-01
lies above potential maximum VMAX = 0.17371292E-01
The highest calculated level is E(v= 39) = 0.52777110E-02
E(v= 0, J= 4)= -234.520 Bv= 0.0106135 -Dv= -2.6641D-08 Hv= -7.1564D-14
Lv= -8.1132D-19 Mv= -8.4727D-24 Nv= -1.3673D-28 Ov= -2.0407D-33
E(v= 1, J= 4)= -221.258 Bv= 0.0104579 -Dv= -2.7412D-08 Hv= -7.7868D-14
Lv= -9.9571D-19 Mv= -1.0654D-23 Nv= -1.6604D-28 Ov= -3.2320D-33
E(v= 2, J= 4)= -208.371 Bv= 0.0103004 -Dv= -2.8262D-08 Hv= -8.4771D-14
Lv= -1.1839D-18 Mv= -1.5275D-23 Nv= -3.0449D-28 Ov= -2.9188D-33
E(v= 3, J= 4)= -195.863 Bv= 0.0101411 -Dv= -2.9186D-08 Hv= -9.4265D-14
Lv= -1.4507D-18 Mv= -1.6245D-23 Nv= -2.8958D-28 Ov= -8.9637D-33
E(v= 4, J= 4)= -183.735 Bv= 0.0099794 -Dv= -3.0197D-08 Hv= -1.0400D-13
Lv= -1.7244D-18 Mv= -2.3190D-23 Nv= -4.7672D-28 Ov= -9.9871D-33
E(v= 5, J= 4)= -171.988 Bv= 0.0098151 -Dv= -3.1294D-08 Hv= -1.1575D-13
Lv= -2.0839D-18 Mv= -3.1787D-23 Nv= -5.6913D-28 Ov= -2.9736D-33
E(v= 6, J= 4)= -160.625 Bv= 0.0096480 -Dv= -3.2492D-08 Hv= -1.3030D-13
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Lv= -2.4459D-18 Mv= -3.5668D-23 Nv= -9.8248D-28 Ov= -2.9671D-32
E(v= 7, J= 4)= -149.646 Bv= 0.0094778 -Dv= -3.3786D-08 Hv= -1.4667D-13
Lv= -2.9607D-18 Mv= -4.7975D-23 Nv= -1.0129D-27 Ov= -2.6754D-32
E(v= 8, J= 4)= -139.054 Bv= 0.0093042 -Dv= -3.5191D-08 Hv= -1.6600D-13
Lv= -3.5448D-18 Mv= -6.4775D-23 Nv= -1.7348D-27 Ov= -2.3845D-32
E(v= 9, J= 4)= -128.850 Bv= 0.0091269 -Dv= -3.6718D-08 Hv= -1.8952D-13
Lv= -4.2899D-18 Mv= -7.7674D-23 Nv= -2.0176D-27 Ov= -6.0060D-32
** CAUTION ** Comparison tests for Hv, Lv & Mv give: 3.0D-07 2.4D-06 5.3D-05
E(v= 10, J= 4)= -119.037 Bv= 0.0089456 -Dv= -3.8382D-08 Hv= -2.1661D-13
Lv= -5.1261D-18 Mv= -9.5777D-23 Nv= -2.5453D-27 Ov= -1.5219D-31
E(v= 11, J= 4)= -109.616 Bv= 0.0087599 -Dv= -4.0187D-08 Hv= -2.4729D-13
Lv= -6.2166D-18 Mv= -1.5465D-22 Nv= -4.6683D-27 Ov= 8.2008D-32
E(v= 12, J= 4)= -100.588 Bv= 0.0085697 -Dv= -4.2157D-08 Hv= -2.8703D-13
Lv= -7.5536D-18 Mv= -1.5293D-22 Nv= -5.0048D-27 Ov= -4.9957D-31
E(v= 13, J= 4)= -91.956 Bv= 0.0083745 -Dv= -4.4309D-08 Hv= -3.3078D-13
Lv= -9.2467D-18 Mv= -2.6453D-22 Nv= -8.7827D-27 Ov= 1.4484D-31
E(v= 14, J= 4)= -83.720 Bv= 0.0081739 -Dv= -4.6670D-08 Hv= -3.8730D-13
Lv= -1.1381D-17 Mv= -2.7698D-22 Nv= -9.1878D-27 Ov= -8.4598D-31
E(v= 15, J= 4)= -75.884 Bv= 0.0079677 -Dv= -4.9264D-08 Hv= -4.5040D-13
Lv= -1.3867D-17 Mv= -4.4260D-22 Nv= -1.9596D-26 Ov= -4.2406D-31
E(v= 16, J= 4)= -68.447 Bv= 0.0077553 -Dv= -5.2113D-08 Hv= -5.3044D-13
Lv= -1.7680D-17 Mv= -5.6146D-22 Nv= -1.6550D-26 Ov= -7.8417D-31
E(v= 17, J= 4)= -61.411 Bv= 0.0075364 -Dv= -5.5277D-08 Hv= -6.2561D-13
Lv= -2.1539D-17 Mv= -7.7627D-22 Nv= -4.5649D-26 Ov= -2.2106D-30
E(v= 18, J= 4)= -54.778 Bv= 0.0073105 -Dv= -5.8772D-08 Hv= -7.4316D-13
Lv= -2.8079D-17 Mv= -1.0589D-21 Nv= -3.2465D-26 Ov= -2.3258D-30
E(v= 19, J= 4)= -48.548 Bv= 0.0070771 -Dv= -6.2681D-08 Hv= -8.8488D-13
Lv= -3.4857D-17 Mv= -1.5738D-21 Nv= -1.0185D-25 Ov= -3.7863D-30
E(v= 20, J= 4)= -42.721 Bv= 0.0068359 -Dv= -6.7040D-08 Hv= -1.0652D-12
Lv= -4.6005D-17 Mv= -2.0345D-21 Nv= -8.8546D-26 Ov= -1.0695D-29
E(v= 21, J= 4)= -37.298 Bv= 0.0065862 -Dv= -7.1947D-08 Hv= -1.2820D-12
Lv= -5.9151D-17 Mv= -3.3303D-21 Nv= -2.1485D-25 Ov= -5.4246D-30
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** CAUTION ** Comparison tests for Hv, Lv & Mv give: 1.5D-07 8.3D-07 1.7D-05
E(v= 22, J= 4)= -32.276 Bv= 0.0063276 -Dv= -7.7480D-08 Hv= -1.5644D-12
Lv= -7.8494D-17 Mv= -4.4007D-21 Nv= -3.2301D-25 Ov= -3.7019D-29
E(v= 23, J= 4)= -27.656 Bv= 0.0060596 -Dv= -8.3760D-08 Hv= -1.9167D-12
Lv= -1.0670D-16 Mv= -7.0531D-21 Nv= -4.5654D-25 Ov= -3.7139D-29
E(v= 24, J= 4)= -23.435 Bv= 0.0057816 -Dv= -9.0947D-08 Hv= -2.3723D-12
Lv= -1.4450D-16 Mv= -1.0950D-20 Nv= -9.4414D-25 Ov= -6.6651D-29
E(v= 25, J= 4)= -19.608 Bv= 0.0054931 -Dv= -9.9203D-08 Hv= -2.9660D-12
Lv= -1.9951D-16 Mv= -1.6200D-20 Nv= -1.6027D-24 Ov= -1.9918D-28
E(v= 26, J= 4)= -16.171 Bv= 0.0051937 -Dv= -1.0869D-07 Hv= -3.7280D-12
Lv= -2.8558D-16 Mv= -2.9255D-20 Nv= -3.7575D-24 Ov= -4.7066D-28
E(v= 27, J= 4)= -13.116 Bv= 0.0048831 -Dv= -1.1981D-07 Hv= -4.8543D-12
Lv= -4.4420D-16 Mv= -4.7077D-20 Nv= -3.8610D-24 Ov= -2.6853D-28
E(v= 28, J= 4)= -10.436 Bv= 0.0045602 -Dv= -1.3317D-07 Hv= -6.2372D-12
Lv= -5.7790D-16 Mv= -7.3032D-20 Nv= -1.7351D-23 Ov= -3.9751D-27
E(v= 29, J= 4)= -8.118 Bv= 0.0042259 -Dv= -1.4818D-07 Hv= -8.2208D-12
Lv= -1.0506D-15 Mv= -1.5864D-19 Nv= -1.4458D-23 Ov= -2.3533D-27
E(v= 30, J= 4)= -6.149 Bv= 0.0038805 -Dv= -1.6679D-07 Hv= -1.1032D-11
Lv= -1.5191D-15 Mv= -3.2216D-19 Nv= -8.6628D-23 Ov= -1.4398D-26
E(v= 31, J= 4)= -4.510 Bv= 0.0035244 -Dv= -1.8901D-07 Hv= -1.5558D-11
Lv= -2.6923D-15 Mv= -5.6646D-19 Nv= -1.6994D-22 Ov= -6.7537D-26
E(v= 32, J= 4)= -3.178 Bv= 0.0031581 -Dv= -2.1649D-07 Hv= -2.2269D-11
Lv= -5.0536D-15 Mv= -1.4543D-18 Nv= -4.5528D-22 Ov= -1.8877D-25
E(v= 33, J= 4)= -2.130 Bv= 0.0027827 -Dv= -2.5168D-07 Hv= -3.3502D-11
Lv= -9.8739D-15 Mv= -3.9148D-18 Nv= -1.7188D-21 Ov= -8.3988D-25
E(v= 34, J= 4)= -1.337 Bv= 0.0023995 -Dv= -2.9827D-07 Hv= -5.4066D-11
Lv= -2.1724D-14 Mv= -1.1822D-17 Nv= -7.4158D-21 Ov= -5.0890D-24
E(v= 35, J= 4)= -0.766 Bv= 0.0020096 -Dv= -3.6349D-07 Hv= -9.5755D-11
Lv= -5.6316D-14 Mv= -4.4653D-17 Nv= -4.1406D-20 Ov= -4.2411D-23
E(v= 36, J= 4)= -0.384 Bv= 0.0016137 -Dv= -4.6281D-07 Hv= -1.9479D-10
Lv= -1.8456D-13 Mv= -2.3564D-16 Nv= -3.5408D-19 Ov= -5.9162D-22
E(v= 37, J= 4)= -0.153 Bv= 0.0012112 -Dv= -6.3597D-07 Hv= -5.0091D-10
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Lv= -8.9502D-13 Mv= -2.1587D-15 Nv= -6.1311D-18 Ov= -1.9303D-20
** CAUTION ** For J= 4 E=-3.753568D-02 WF(NEND)/WF(Max)= 1.3D-08 > 1.0D-09
& initialization quality test 2.7D-03 > 1.D-3 so RMAX may be too small
E(v= 38, J= 4)= -0.038 Bv= 0.0008000 -Dv= -9.9359D-07 Hv= -1.6707D-09
Lv= -5.4674D-12 Mv= -2.2351D-14 Nv= -1.1050D-16 Ov= -6.5778D-19
*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
*** For J= 4 E= 0.01 R(3-rd) beyond range so tunneling calculation uses
pure centrifugal potential with J(app)= 15.58 for R > R(max)= 80.00
E(v= 39, J= 4)= 0.005 Bv= 0.0004526 -Dv= -1.2287D-06 Hv= -4.0275D-09
Lv= -4.1337D-11 Mv= -5.4717D-13 Nv= -8.5060D-15 Ov= -1.4900D-16
Find 40 Potential-1 vibrational levels with J= 4
v E(v) v E(v) v E(v) v E(v)
-------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
0 -234.5204 10 -119.0371 20 -42.7211 30 -6.1489
1 -221.2577 11 -109.6157 21 -37.2975 31 -4.5095
2 -208.3714 12 -100.5881 22 -32.2765 32 -3.1784
3 -195.8634 13 -91.9558 23 -27.6563 33 -2.1305
4 -183.7351 14 -83.7204 24 -23.4346 34 -1.3370
5 -171.9883 15 -75.8837 25 -19.6077 35 -0.7662
6 -160.6247 16 -68.4469 26 -16.1705 36 -0.3836
7 -149.6460 17 -61.4114 27 -13.1160 37 -0.1532
8 -139.0540 18 -54.7782 28 -10.4355 38 -0.0375
9 -128.8505 19 -48.5479 29 -8.1183 39 0.0053
===============================================================================
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Example 2: Calculation of FCFs for radiative decay from the excited state
|1 3Πg (Ω = 1), (v′ = 8, J ′ = 0)〉 to all vibrational level, v′′, of the a 3Σ+u potential.
INPUT
37 85 37 85 0 2 % IAN1 IMN1 IAN2 IMN2 CHARGE NUMPOT
’Rb2 FCF calculation for spontaneous emission from v=8 1^3Pi_1g’
0.001 3 80 1.d-6 % RH RMIN RMAX EPS
281 0 0 0.D0 % NTP LPPOT IOMEG VLIM
0 0 2 1 0.D5 % NUSE IR2 ILR NCN CNN
1.0D0 1.0D0 0.d0 % RFACT EFACT VSHIFT
2 40659.5
2.1 32467.7
2.2 26176
2.3 21285.1
...(removed 270 lines of potential energy table)...
29.4 -0.03661
29.5 -0.03586
29.6 -0.03513
29.7 -0.03441
29.8 -0.03372
29.9 -0.03304
30 -0.03237
271 0 0 12816.D0 % NTP LPPOT IOMEG VLIM
0 0 2 1 0.D5 % NUSE IR2 ILR NCN CNN
1.0D0 1.0D0 0.d0 % RFACT EFACT VSHIFT
2.75172 20756.43477
2.80464 20310.22749
2.85756 19868.6994
...(removed 261 lines of potential energy table)...
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18.04494 12837.91517
18.09786 12837.67156
18.15078 12837.43233
18.2037 12837.19749
18.25662 12836.96704
18.30953 12836.7366
18.36245 12836.51273
-200 1 0 -4 0 0 -1 0 % NLEV1 AUTO1 LCDC LXPCT NJM JDJR IWR LPRWF
0 0 % IV(1) IJ(1)
0 0 0.D0 % MORDR IRFN RREF
0 % DM(0) in Debye
1 1 -1 +1 2 % NLEV2 AUTO2 J2DL J2DU J2DD
8 % IV2(i)
OUTPUT
37 85 37 85 0 2 % IAN1 IMN1 IAN2 IMN2 CHARGE NUMPOT
’Rb2 FCF calculation for spontaneous emission from v=8 1^3Pi_1g’
Rb2 FCF calculation for spontaneous emission from v=8 (1)(3)Pi(g) Omega=1g to
================================================================================
Generate ZMU= 42.45589486900(u) & BZ= 2.518497374D+00((1/cm-1)(1/Ang**2))
from atomic masses: 84.91178973800 & 84.91178973800(u)
0.001 1.7 40 1.d-6 % RH RMIN RMAX EPS
Integrate from RMIN= 1.700 to RMAX= 80.00 with mesh RH= 0.001000(Angst)
Potential #1 for Rb( 85)-Rb( 85)
================================
281 0 0 0.D0 % NTP LPPOT IOMEG VLIM
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State has OMEGA= 0 and energy asymptote: Y(lim)= 0.0000(cm-1)
0 0 2 1 0.D5 % NUSE IR2 ILR NCN CNN
Perform cubic spline interpolation over the 281 input points
1.0D0 1.0D0 0.d0 % RFACT EFACT VSHIFT
2 40659.5
2.1 32467.7
2.2 26176
2.3 21285.1
...(removed 270 lines of potential energy table)...
29.4 -0.03661
29.5 -0.03586
29.6 -0.03513
29.7 -0.03441
29.8 -0.03372
29.9 -0.03304
30 -0.03237
To make input points Y(i) consistent with Y(lim), add Y(shift)= 0.0000
Scale input points: (distance)* 1.000000000D+00 & (energy)* 1.000000000D+00
to get required internal units [Angstroms & cm-1 for potentials]
r(i) Y(i) r(i) Y(i) r(i) Y(i)
---------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------
2.00000000 40659.5000 11.40000000 -13.6171 20.80000000 -0.3044
2.10000000 32467.7000 11.50000000 -12.8739 20.90000000 -0.2955
2.20000000 26176.0000 11.60000000 -12.1768 21.00000000 -0.2870
...(removed part of potential energy table)...
10.90000000 -18.1490 20.30000000 -0.3538 29.70000000 -0.0344
11.00000000 -17.1221 20.40000000 -0.3432 29.80000000 -0.0337
11.10000000 -16.1582 20.50000000 -0.3330 29.90000000 -0.0330
11.20000000 -15.2554 20.60000000 -0.3231 30.00000000 -0.0324
11.30000000 -14.4097 20.70000000 -0.3136
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Extrapolate to X .le. 2.1000 with
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Y= 5342.629 +6.921638D+06 * exp(-2.639023D+00*X)
Extrapolate to X .GE. 29.9000 using
Y= 0.0000 - [-1.535710D+00/X**1 +2.256129D+03/X**3]
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Get matrix elements between levels of Potential-1 (above) & Potential-2 (below)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For Potential #2:
=================
271 0 0 12816.D0 % NTP LPPOT IOMEG VLIM (PEC from Allouche)
State has OMEGA= 0 and energy asymptote: Y(lim)= 12816.0000(cm-1)
0 0 2 1 0.D5 % NUSE IR2 ILR NCN CNN
Perform cubic spline interpolation over the 271 input points
1.0D0 1.0D0 0.d0 % RFACT EFACT VSHIFT
2.75172 20756.43477
2.80464 20310.22749
2.85756 19868.6994
...(removed 261 lines of potential energy table)...
18.04494 12837.91517
18.09786 12837.67156
18.15078 12837.43233
18.2037 12837.19749
18.25662 12836.96704
18.30953 12836.7366
18.36245 12836.51273
To make input points Y(i) consistent with Y(lim), add Y(shift)= 0.0000
Scale input points: (distance)* 1.000000000D+00 & (energy)* 1.000000000D+00
to get required internal units [Angstroms & cm-1 for potentials]
r(i) Y(i) r(i) Y(i) r(i) Y(i)
---------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------
2.75172000 20756.4348 8.83726000 13073.9514 13.70569000 12878.2897
2.80464000 20310.2275 8.89018000 13069.8494 13.75861000 12877.4052
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2.85756000 19868.6994 8.94310000 13065.8067 13.81153000 12876.5361
2.91047000 19528.3250 8.99601000 13061.8232 13.86444000 12875.6824
...(removed part of potential energy table)...
8.46684000 13104.5000 13.38818000 12883.9171 18.20370000 12837.1975
8.57267000 13095.4467 13.44110000 12882.9382 18.25662000 12836.9670
8.62559000 13091.0177 13.49402000 12881.9769 18.30953000 12836.7366
8.67851000 13086.6545 13.54694000 12881.0332 18.36245000 12836.5127
8.73142000 13082.3550 13.59986000 12880.1048
8.78434000 13078.1214 13.65277000 12879.2269
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Extrapolate to X .le. 2.8046 with
Y= -21793.865 +7.361470D+04 * exp(-1.992055D-01*X)
Extrapolate to X .GE. 18.3095 using
Y= 12816.0000 - [ 1.438831D+02/X**1 -1.755178D+05/X**3]
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
-200 1 0 -4 0 0 -1 0 % NLEV1 AUTO1 LCDC LXPCT NJM JDJR IWR LPRWF
Potential-1 uses inner boundary condition of zero value at RMIN
Eigenvalue convergence criterion is EPS= 1.0D-06(cm-1)
Airy function at 3-rd turning point is quasibound outer boundary condition
State-1 electronic angular momentum OMEGA= 0
yields centrifugal potential [J*(J+1) - 0.00]/r**2
0 0 % IV(1) IJ(1)
For J= 0, try to find the first 201 vibrational levels of Potential-1
0 0 0.D0 % MORDR IRFN RREF
0 % DM(0) in Debye
Coefficients of expansion for radial matrix element/expectation value argument:
0.000000D+00
1 1 -1 +1 2 % NLEV2 AUTO2 J2DL J2DU J2DD
8 % IV2(i)
Potential-2 uses inner boundary condition of zero value at RMIN
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Using the rotational selection rule: delta(J)= -1 to 1 with increment 2
calculate matrix elements for coupling to the 1 vibrational levels of
Potential-2: v = 8
State-2 electronic angular momentum OMEGA= 0
yields centrifugal potential [J*(J+1) - 0.00]/r**2
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
** CAUTION ** For J= 0 E=-4.160798D-01 WF(NEND)/WF(Max)= 6.3D-09 > 1.0D-09
& initialization quality test 2.0D-03 > 1.D-3 so RMAX may be too small
*** For J= 0 E= 0.00 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
*** SCHRQ Error: E= 0.00 > V(38300)= 0.00 at Rmax= 40.00 for IT= 1
*** ALF ERROR ***
Attempt to find next higher vibrational level fails!
Use of differences to estimate the energy for the next
vibrational level (v= 40) failed after 1 attempt.
For J= 0 ETRY= 6.1882 > VMAX= 0.0031 find onee turn point: R= 5.04
** CAUTION ** For J= 0 E=-4.046032D-03 WF(NEND)/WF(Max)=-4.3D+00 > 1.0D-09
& initialization quality test 8.7D-01 > 1.D-3 so RMAX may be too small
** CAUTION ** For J= 0 E=-4.046189D-03 WF(NEND)/WF(Max)=-4.3D+00 > 1.0D-09
& initialization quality test 8.7D-01 > 1.D-3 so RMAX may be too small
*** For J= 0 E= 0.00 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
*** For J= 0 E= 0.00 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
*** For J= 0 E= 0.00 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
*** For J= 0 E= 0.00 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
*** For J= 0 E= 0.00 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
** CAUTION ** For J= 0 E=-4.046189D-03 WF(NEND)/WF(Max)=-4.3D+00 > 1.0D-09
& initialization quality test 8.7D-01 > 1.D-3 so RMAX may be too small
*** For J= 0 E= 0.00 R(3-rd) > RMAX & E < V(N) so try WKB B.C. @ RMAX
*** SCHRQ Error: E= 0.00 > V(38300)= 0.00 at Rmax= 40.00 for IT= 1
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*** ALF ERROR ***
Attempt to find next higher vibrational level fails!
Use of differences to estimate the energy for the next
vibrational level (v= 40) failed after 1 attempt.
The highest calculated level is E(v= 39) =-0.40456902E-02
** CAUTION ** For J= 0 E=-4.160798D-01 WF(NEND)/WF(Max)= 6.3D-09 > 1.0D-09
& initialization quality test 2.0D-03 > 1.D-3 so RMAX may be too small
** CAUTION ** For J= 0 E=-1.776622D-01 WF(NEND)/WF(Max)= 3.2D-05 > 1.0D-09
& initialization quality test 6.9D-03 > 1.D-3 so RMAX may be too small
** CAUTION ** For J= 0 E=-5.391982D-02 WF(NEND)/WF(Max)= 1.8D-02 > 1.0D-09
& initialization quality test 3.9D-02 > 1.D-3 so RMAX may be too small
** CAUTION ** For J= 0 E=-4.045690D-03 WF(NEND)/WF(Max)= 5.7D-01 > 1.0D-09
& initialization quality test 8.7D-01 > 1.D-3 so RMAX may be too small
Find 40 Potential-1 vibrational levels with J= 0
v E(v) v E(v) v E(v) v E(v)
-------------- -------------- -------------- --------------
0 -234.7327 10 -119.2160 20 -42.8579 30 -6.2266
1 -221.4668 11 -109.7910 21 -37.4293 31 -4.5801
2 -208.5774 12 -100.7595 22 -32.4030 32 -3.2417
3 -196.0663 13 -92.1233 23 -27.7775 33 -2.1862
4 -183.9347 14 -83.8839 24 -23.5503 34 -1.3851
5 -172.1846 15 -76.0430 25 -19.7176 35 -0.8065
6 -160.8176 16 -68.6021 26 -16.2744 36 -0.4161
7 -149.8356 17 -61.5621 27 -13.2137 37 -0.1777
8 -139.2401 18 -54.9244 28 -10.5268 38 -0.0539
9 -129.0330 19 -48.6895 29 -8.2029 39 -0.0040
An n= 1 N-D theory extrapolation from last 2 levels implies vD = 37.623
===============================================================================
Output on the the “fort.8” file containing FCFs
128
Rb2 FCF calculation for spontaneous emission from v=8 (1)(3)Pi(g) Omega=1g to
============================================================
Note that (v’,J’) & (v",J") strictly label the upper and lower levels, resp.,
and E(lower)=E"
but E(2)-E(1) is: (energy of State-2 level) - (energy of State-1 level)
Band
dJ(J") v’ v" E(lower) E(2)-E(1) A(Einstein) F-C Factor <v’j’|M|v"j">
------ ------- -------- -------- ----------- ----------- -----------
R( 0) 8 - 0 -234.73 13486.09 0.00000D+00 3.71735D-01 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 1 -221.47 13472.82 0.00000D+00 7.15152D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 2 -208.58 13459.93 0.00000D+00 6.13175D-02 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 3 -196.07 13447.42 0.00000D+00 5.75666D-02 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 4 -183.93 13435.29 0.00000D+00 5.22636D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 5 -172.18 13423.54 0.00000D+00 7.09259D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 6 -160.82 13412.17 0.00000D+00 2.54925D-02 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 7 -149.84 13401.19 0.00000D+00 2.83650D-02 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 8 -139.24 13390.60 0.00000D+00 1.56111D-02 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 9 -129.03 13380.39 0.00000D+00 2.40449D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 10 -119.22 13370.57 0.00000D+00 8.27585D-04 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 11 -109.79 13361.15 0.00000D+00 7.28253D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 12 -100.76 13352.11 0.00000D+00 1.30848D-02 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 13 -92.12 13343.48 0.00000D+00 1.44112D-02 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 14 -83.88 13335.24 0.00000D+00 1.17441D-02 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 15 -76.04 13327.40 0.00000D+00 7.14142D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 16 -68.60 13319.96 0.00000D+00 2.84818D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 17 -61.56 13312.92 0.00000D+00 4.02403D-04 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 18 -54.92 13306.28 0.00000D+00 1.17170D-04 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 19 -48.69 13300.04 0.00000D+00 1.30618D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 20 -42.86 13294.21 0.00000D+00 2.97413D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 21 -37.43 13288.78 0.00000D+00 4.37294D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 22 -32.40 13283.76 0.00000D+00 5.17079D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 23 -27.78 13279.13 0.00000D+00 5.35526D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 24 -23.55 13274.91 0.00000D+00 5.07148D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 25 -19.72 13271.07 0.00000D+00 4.50166D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 26 -16.27 13267.63 0.00000D+00 3.80410D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 27 -13.21 13264.57 0.00000D+00 3.09288D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 28 -10.53 13261.88 0.00000D+00 2.43660D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 29 -8.20 13259.56 0.00000D+00 1.87156D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 30 -6.23 13257.58 0.00000D+00 1.40749D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 31 -4.58 13255.94 0.00000D+00 1.03913D-03 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 32 -3.24 13254.60 0.00000D+00 7.53198D-04 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 33 -2.19 13253.54 0.00000D+00 5.34696D-04 0.00000D+00
129
R( 0) 8 - 34 -1.39 13252.74 0.00000D+00 3.69214D-04 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 35 -0.81 13252.16 0.00000D+00 2.44624D-04 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 36 -0.42 13251.77 0.00000D+00 1.51692D-04 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 37 -0.18 13251.53 0.00000D+00 8.39857D-05 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 38 -0.05 13251.41 0.00000D+00 3.75572D-05 0.00000D+00
R( 0) 8 - 39 -0.00 13251.36 0.00000D+00 1.40167D-05 0.00000D+00
Appendix B
Additional spectra
NB: Due to occasional wavemeter errors (in the Coherent 899-29 Autoscan laser),
there is a small possibility that some of the spectra in this appendix have a ±0.22
cm−1 systematic error. Despite efforts to calibrate these spectra against a second
wavemeter, there is a small chance that this error has crept in some of the PA
spectra shown below.
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Fig. B.1: Photoassociation spectra to vibrational levels v′=98, 102, 103, 104, 105,
106 of the 2 1Σ+g excited electronic state.
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Fig. B.2: Photoassociation spectra to vibrational levels v′=107, 108, 109, 110,
111, 112 of the 2 1Σ+g excited electronic state.
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Fig. B.3: Photoassociation spectra to vibrational levels v′=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 of the
1 3Πg(Ω = 2) excited electronic state.
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Fig. B.4: Photoassociation spectrum to vibrational level v′=7of the 1 3Πg(Ω = 2)
excited electronic state.
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Fig. B.5: Photoassociation spectra to vibrational levels v′=0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 of the
1 3Πg(Ω = 1) excited electronic state.
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Fig. B.6: Photoassociation spectra to vibrational levels v′=7, 8 of the 1 3Πg(Ω =
1) excited electronic state.
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Fig. B.7: Photoassociation spectra to vibrational levels v′=0, 1, 3, 5, 6 of the
1 3Πg(Ω = 0
−) excited electronic state.
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Fig. B.8: Photoassociation spectra to vibrational levels v′=0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 of the
inner well of the 1 3Πg(Ω = 0
+) excited electronic state.
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Fig. B.9: Photoassociation spectrum to vibrational level v′=7 of the inner well of
the 1 3Πg(Ω = 0
+) excited electronic state.
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Fig. B.10: Photoassociation spectra to vibrational levels v′=1, 3, 4, 5, 6 of the
outer well of the 1 3Πg(Ω = 0
+) excited electronic state.
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